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ABSTRACT
FIELD EVALUATION OF A MODULAR PRESS-BRAKE-FORMED STEEL
TUB GIRDER IN AN APPLICATION THAT INCLUDES SKEW AND
SUPERELEVATION
Adam D. Roh
The Short Span Steel Bridge Alliance (SSSBA) is a group of bridge and culvert industry
leaders (including steel manufacturers, fabricators, service centers, coaters, researchers, and
representatives of related associations and government organizations) who have joined together to
provide educational information on the design and construction of short span steel bridges in
installations up to 140’-0” in length. A technical working group from within the SSSBA developed
the notion for the modular shallow press-brake-formed steel tub girder as a solution for the short
span steel bridge market.
After extensive testing at West Virginia University and multiple successful field
demonstrations, members of the SSSBA collaborated with the West Virginia Division of
Highways to arrange implementation of this system. The Fourteen Mile Bridge located in Lincoln
County, West Virginia, was chosen as a prime candidate to demonstrate the system due to the
significant superelevation and skew present. Upon completion of the Fourteen Mile Bridge,
researchers from Marshall University and West Virginia University traveled to the bridge site to
perform a live load field test.
This study presents the results and evaluation from experimental and analytical testing of
the Fourteen Mile Bridge. Additionally, the research methods for both the experimental and
analytical testing are outlined. Live load distribution factors were computed from the experimental
data and analytical data, and these were compared to those computed following the AASHTO
LRFD specifications. The results of this comparison reflect that the AASHTO LRFD
specifications are conservative in the analysis of press-brake-formed tub girders. This report also
includes an initial qualitative examination of bracing configurations for non-composite pressbrake-formed tub girders. The results provide the basis for extending the work towards a closer
investigation to determine the best practices of bracing.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND / OVERVIEW
The Short Span Steel Bridge Alliance (SSSBA) is a group of bridge and culvert industry
leaders (including steel manufacturers, fabricators, service centers, coaters, researchers, and
representatives of related associations and government organizations) who have joined together to
provide educational information on the design and construction of short span steel bridges in
installations up to 140’-0” in length. The idea of the modular press-brake-formed steel tub girder
was developed by a technical working group within the SSSBA. Initial research and testing began
in the fall of 2011. After extensive laboratory demonstrations, the first implementation was
installed in Buchanan County, Iowa in 2016. Following successful performance, a second bridge
was installed in Muskingum County, Ohio the following year. The third bridge to employ this
technology and the first to use a precast reinforced concrete deck in conjunction with the pressbrake-formed tub girders is West Virginia State Project No. S322-37-3.29 00 along State Route 37
near Ranger, West Virginia (referred to hereafter as the Fourteen Mile Bridge). The Fourteen Mile
Bridge is also unique due to both a skew and significant superelevation present. After completion
of the Fourteen Mile Bridge, researchers from Marshall University (MU) and West Virginia
University (WVU) traveled to the bridge site to perform a live load field test.
Strain data was recorded during the live load field test and the experimental results were
compared to results from a finite element model developed to validate field data. American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Load and Resistance
Factor Design (LRFD) Bridge Design Specifications (hereafter referred to as AASHTO LRFD
specifications) were applied and live load distribution factors (LLDFs) were computed for
1

experimental data, analytical data, and AASHTO LRFD specifications. The results from this
research verify the field performance of press-brake-formed tub girders is adequate and confirm
the AASHTO LRFD specifications may be safely used in the design of press-brake-formed tub
girder bridges.
This report also includes efforts to examine the effectiveness of bracing configurations of
the non-composite press-brake-formed tub girder. When combined with a cast-in-place reinforced
concrete deck, the non-composite section must resist the full construction load of the fresh
concrete. It is imperative that geometric imperfections be consider in order to account for second
order amplification effects. A finite element model was developed, using a previous lab test as a
benchmark, and different bracing scenarios were assessed. The results provide the basis for
extending the work towards a closer investigation to determine the best practices of bracing.

1.2 PROJECT SCOPE & OBJECTIVES
The scope of this report was to evaluate the field performance of a modular press-brakeformed steel tub girder bridge topped with a precast reinforced concrete deck in Lincoln County,
West Virginia. This study also served to determine what effect skew and superelevation may have
on the distribution of live load to each girder. A live load field test was performed, a finite element
model was developed to verify the recorded data, and the results were used to compute LLDFs.
When compared to the AASHTO LRFD specifications, it was determined the field performance
exceeded the predicted performance of modular press-brake-formed tub girders topped with a
precast reinforced concrete deck. This report also includes an initial qualitative investigation into

2

the torsional response of the non-composite press-brake-formed tub girder under construction
loading. The following objectives were assessed:
•

A discussion of previous work relating to the implementation and design of pressbrake-formed tub girders

•

A brief review of the sections of the current AASHTO LRFD specifications relevant to
the design of press-brake-formed steel tub girders and LLDFs

•

An overview of the design and construction of the Fourteen Mile Bridge, in addition to
the accelerate bridge construction methods that were employed

•

An explanation of the research methodology and the field test performed on the
Fourteen Mile Bridge with a description of the procedures used for the field testing and
the finite element analysis that was completed

•

A summary of the results and conclusions after comparing the experimental data,
analytical data, and values determined following the AASHTO LRFD specifications

•

A brief qualitative evaluation of the non-composite behavior of steel press-brakeformed tub girders with different interior and exterior bracing configurations under
construction loading

1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
•

Chapter 2:
o This chapter discusses previous work on cold-bent steel tub girders at WVU
and elsewhere. Additionally, current AASHTO LRFD specifications for steel
box girders are reviewed.
3

•

Chapter 3:
o This chapter documents the design and construction of the composite pressbrake-formed tub girder modules along with the installation of the Fourteen
Mile Bridge in Lincoln County, West Virginia.

•

Chapter 4:
o This chapter details the research methods utilized in the evaluation of the
Fourteen Mile Bridge and discussion of equipment used during the physical
load testing.

•

Chapter 5:
o This chapter describes the structure instrumentation and testing procedures for
the live load field test performed on the Fourteen Mile Bridge.

•

Chapter 6:
o This chapter discusses a qualitative analysis performed to assess the noncomposite behavior of press-brake-formed tub girders when varying bracing
systems are employed.

•

Chapter 7:
o This chapter compares the results of the field test to the finite element analysis.
This includes a comparison of the LLDFs determined by the field data,
analytical model, and AASHTO LRFD specifications.

•

Chapter 8:
o This chapter summarizes the findings of this study and provides
recommendations for future work in this field of research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter begins with an overview of previous work on cold-bent steel tub girders for
utilization in bridge applications. Additionally, a summary of research performed by WVU in the
area of design and evaluation of press-brake-formed steel tub girders will be discussed. This
chapter concludes with a review of articles relevant to the design of tub girder bridges from the
current 2017 AASHTO LRFD specifications.
2.2 PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS OF COLD-BENT STEEL GIRDERS
Cold-bent steel has been used in a variety of ways in bridge girders for several decades.
Recent initiatives have encouraged further innovation and research to standardize a system of coldbent girders for use in short span bridge applications. This section reviews previous research on
the use of cold-bent steel girders in bridge applications.
2.2.1 Prefabricated Press-Formed Steel T-Box Girder Bridge System (Taly & Gangarao, 1979)
Taly and Gangarao (1979) performed early development of cold formed steel box girder
systems. Two alternatives were proposed in the research: 1) An all steel deck and box girder
assembly, and 2) A steel box girder topped with a pre-cast, prestressed, concrete deck. The girders
were comprised of grade A36 steel plate bent into a trapezoidal shape. Shear studs were welded to
the plates embedded in the pre-cast concrete planks, and plates were welded to the top flanges of
the box girder. This enabled composite action between the steel box and the concrete deck. Load
transfer between adjacent girders was achieved through shear keys and weld ties (Figure 2.1) and
filled with a nonshrink grout.
5

Figure 2.1: T-Box Girder System, Typical Girder Section with 5” Pre-cast, Prestressed
Concrete Slab (Taly & Gangarao, 1979)

The box girders can be designed at a variety of depths to meet different span requirements,
and the small size of each unit makes transportation to the site easier. Most of the fabrication for
each unit can be completed in an offsite shop, greatly reducing the necessary time for construction
on site. The low weight of the units requires less crane capacity and improves handling and erection
characteristics.

2.2.2 Composite Girders with Cold Formed Steel U-sections (Nakamura, 2002)
Nakamura (2002) investigated the use of cold formed U-shape girders in continuous spans.
The girders were cold formed from a single steel sheet, and a reinforced concrete slab was used
for a deck (Figure 2.2). In the middle of the span where the positive bending moment was greatest,
6

shear studs were welded to the top flange of the girder to allow composite action with the deck.
Concern arose over the supports where the bridge was in negative bending, and the reinforced
concrete deck was placed into tension. To prevent buckling, the U-section acted as a mold and was
filled with reinforced concrete with prestressing bars. This increased dead load affected weight at
the supports but did not affect the bending moment as the load was concentrated near the ends.

Figure 2.2: Nakamura’s Proposed Bridge System (Nakamura, 2002)

Testing of the bending characteristics of this type of beam was performed on several
specimens. The girder model performed similarly to typical composite beams on the positive
bending sections, and the girder behaved as a prestressed beam near the supports in the regions of
positive bending. It was also determined that the system was economical. Though a variety of
materials were used to make each module, including structural steel, reinforced concrete, and
prestressed concrete, savings from reduced fabrication improved the feasibility of the system.

7

2.2.3 Folded Plate Girders (Developed at the University of Nebraska)
Research performed at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln investigated rebar detailing
between adjacent modules and non-composite behavior during construction of a trapezoidal, coldbent plate box girder that was open at the bottom. Figure 2.3 presents an example cross section of
the girder and a composite deck. The fabrication process to make each girder used readily available
equipment and produced a consistent product in a limited amount of time. The inclusion of an open
bottom improved the ease of inspection inside of the girder. Glaser (2010) determined the
deformation under construction load was stable and the use of horizontal tie plates connected to
each bottom flange serve to maintain the shape of the girder. Burner (2010) investigated the
detailing of the reinforcement in the closure pour region and found that in addition to being
resistant to fatigue, the hooked bar was more cost effective than the headed bar.

Figure 2.3: Folded Plate Girder and Composite Deck Cross Section (Burner, 2010)
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2.2.4 Texas Department of Transportation Rapid Economical Bridge Replacement
The Texas Department of Transportation developed a standardized bridge system
employing box girders as part of a large-scale corridor improvement of Interstate 35. FM 3267
was one of the bridges determined to be replaced (Chandar et al., 2010).

To enable bridge

replacements of large spans without creating height restrictions, shallow box girders were chosen
due to the member’s structural efficiency. Because of the lightweight nature of box girders, no
bent caps were required for the pier columns, which helped maintain the original elevation of the
bridge. The box girders were used in conjunction with a cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck.
The design for each girder was standardized to reduced design and fabrications costs. As shown
in Figure 2.4, the box girders were made up of several sizes of plate that were welded together to
form a modular unit.

Figure 2.4: Cross Section of Box Girder from Bridge FM 3267 (Chandar et al., 2010)
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2.3 PREVIOUS RESEARCH AT WVU ON PRESS-BRAKE-FORMED STEEL TUB GIRDERS
Research on press-brake-formed tub girders at WVU began in 2011 after researchers
collaborated with the Short Span Steel Bridge Alliance (SSSBA) to develop the modular cold
formed box girder. This section describes the previous research performed at WVU concerning
press-brake-formed tub girders.

2.3.1 Development and Feasibility Assessment of Shallow Press-Brake-Formed Steel Tub Girders
for Short-Span Bridge Applications (Michaelson 2014)
Initial research at WVU on press-brake-formed tub girders was performed by Michaelson
(2014) and the focus was to expand and refine the development of the modular notion from the
SSSBA. The original concept included a cold-formed tub girder made composite with a precast
deck. Each modular unit could be transported by truck to the bridge site to allow for accelerated
bridge construction (ABC). In order to keep the system economical, an emphasis would be placed
on utilizing plate sizes commonly available from mills.
To first grasp an understanding of the behavior of the shallow press-brake-formed tub
girder, section properties were determined, and an iterative routine was developed in Microsoft
Excel and MATLAB. Several variables, such as web slope, bend radii, and top flange width, were
kept constant across all the configurations to better compare the effect of varying plate width and
thickness. Initial designs considered six standard plate widths (60”, 72”, 84”, 96”, 108”, 120”) and
three standard thicknesses (7/16”, 1/2”, 5/8”). Yield moments were calculated for each plate width
and plotted as a function of depth of the unit to determine the optimal cross section for each
configuration (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Design Comparison of 84” Wide Standard Mill Plate (Michaelson, 2014)
Once a methodology was selected for determining the geometry of the cross-section,
experimental flexural testing was performed to assess composite and non-composite behavior.
Four specimens were fabricated, each from 84” x 7/16” x 480” plate. To test the girders to failure,
a deck thickness less than the AASHTO minimum 8” was employed. Experiments one and two
both used HPS-50 steel with a composite cast-in-place deck (Figure 2.6) while experiments three
and four used HPS-50W weathering steel and HPS-50 steel that was hot-dip galvanized as a
surface treatment, respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Typical Section, Composite Test Specimen (Michaelson, 2014)

Load was applied at the midspan of each specimen with a servo-hydraulic actuator and
spreader beam and the displacement was increased in 0.05” increments until the specimen had
reached failure. The composite specimens failed in ductility at approximately 304 kips (Figure
2.7). The non-composite specimens failed due to excessive lateral deflection and twist at relatively
low-level loads as seen in Figure 2.8. This is not a significant issue, because the intent of the
system is to be topped with a precast deck.
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Figure 2.7: Typical Ductile Failure of Composite Girder Section (Michaelson, 2014)

Figure 2.8: Typical Lateral Failure of Non-Composite Girder Section (Michaelson, 2014)

To verify the experimental testing, finite element models were developed and were
benchmarked against previous laboratory results. To fully capture the non-composite behavior, the
model was adapted to consider second order effects due to geometric imperfections and residual
13

stresses. A strain-compatibility approach was also developed to assess each girder’s capacity. The
model was simulated for each performed experiment and little discrepancy was found between the
experimental and analytical data as seen in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results (Michaelson, 2014)

After the experimental results were verified against the analytical model, behavioral studies
were performed to determine the applicability of the AASHTO LRFD specifications. Each girder
configuration met the requirements to be considered as a box girder, and several of the
configurations were determined to be compact. Comparisons were made to the analytical and
experimental data, and it was determined the AASHTO LRFD specifications were conservative
for calculating the nominal capacity of the section, and an equation that better fit data for nominal
capacity was proposed.
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A feasibility assessment was performed to determine if the proposed system could be
economically competitive. In order to simplify the data set of possible configurations, plate widths
that fell outside the current industry standards were removed as options. The maximum span for
each plate size was calculated and configurations not produced at that length were removed from
the data set. Four standardized plate sizes were selected from this reduced plate matrix to be used
in spans up to 80’-0” in length; however, the system was most competitive in spans up to 60’-0”
in length. It should be noted that in the design of the system, a LLDF was assumed to be 1.0, so
further work is necessary to accurately determine live load distribution.
2.3.2 Experimental Evaluation of Non-Composite Shallow Press-Brake-Formed Steel Tub Girders
(Kelly, 2014)
In collaboration with the work that Michaelson had performed, Kelly (2014) furthered
research efforts of stability and torsional behavioral of non-composite press-brake-formed tub
girders to determine the feasibility of a cast-in-place deck. The non-composite state is critical to
understand as the girder must be able to withstand the full construction load, including wet
concrete. To assess this condition, destructive flexural testing was performed, and a finite element
model was developed.
Two specimens were tested in the laboratory using a servo-hydraulic actuator. The first
specimen was fabricated from 84” x 7/16” HPS-50W weathering steel plate with a WT section
bolted to the top flanges at midspan. Load was transferred to the WT by a spreader beam and
elastomeric pad. Elastic failure occurred at the critical load of 94 kips with a measured 2.25” of
vertical deflection. The second specimen was fabricated from 84” x 7/16” HPS-50 plate but was
hot-dip galvanized as a method of corrosion resistance. Unlike the first specimen, a noticeable
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initial twist due to fabrication was present and varied along the span of the girder as seen in Figure
2.10. Under flexural testing, the galvanized girder experienced lateral torsional buckling at a load
of 33 kips and 0.73” of deflection.

Figure 2.10: Initial Twist of Specimen #2 (Kelly, 2014)
A finite element model was developed to replicate the laboratory testing, and the results
were compared to the measured experimental values as seen in Figure 2.11. The weathering steel
specimen behaved nearly identical to the finite element model under the loading, while the
galvanized specimen behaved similarly, until it reached the critical load of much less than the
predicted value. This premature failure was largely attributed to second order effects due to the
original deformity. To improve torsional stability under construction loads, it was recommended
stay-in-place formwork be installed to each girder prior to erection.
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Figure 2.11: Deflection at Quarter Points (Kelly, 2014)

2.3.3 Evaluation of Modular Press-Brake-Formed Tub Girders with UHPC Joints (Kozhokin,
2016)
Research was extended by Kozhokin (2016) to evaluate the applicability of the pressbrake-formed tub girder as a modular bridge component and the performance of joints between
such modules. Following research from the Federal Highway Administration, ultra-highperformance concrete (UHPC) was chosen to be used for the closure pour between adjacent
modules to develop durable connections. UHPC is a steel fiber reinforced Portland cement-based
product with advantageous fresh and hardened properties. To ensure proper bonding between the
concrete deck and the UHPC joint, an exposed aggregate finish would be required. Techniques
were assessed on sample slabs. The best results were produced by the application of a retarder to
the shear key formwork and removal the concrete paste using a wire brush (Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12: Exposed Aggregate Finish of Shear Key Detail after Wire-Brushing (Kozhokin,
2016)
After the appropriate approach was determined to produce the desired shear key detail, two
full-scale modules were constructed to physically test the UHPC joint. Once the joint had cured,
testing was performed by a servo-hydraulic actuator placed at midspan of one specimen along the
girder’s centerline. A steel plate replicating the contact area of a truck tire was attached to the
actuator, and an elastomeric pad was placed between the deck and the steel plate. Loading was
accomplished by the application of a Fatigue I moment due to a cyclic load of 67.43 kips over 2.8
million cycles and a Service II moment due to a static load of 90.78 kips applied at 10
predetermined cycle intervals. After approximately 1.6 million cycles, the concrete deck failed
from punching shear failure. The actuator was moved to the adjacent, undamaged girder to
continue testing. Subsequent testing found that the UHPC joint satisfactorily transferred stress
from the directly loaded girder to the indirectly loaded girder. Distribution factors were calculated,
and a summary of the values are presented in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Distribution Factors (Kozhokin, 2016)

Cycle Count
0
100,000
250,000
500,000
1,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
2,100,000
2,200,000
2,300,000
2,500,000
2,700,000
2,800,000

Average Distribution Factor
Directly Loaded Girder
Indirectly Loaded Girder
0.691
0.309
0.631
0.369
0.676
0.324
0.678
0.322
0.690
0.310
0.717
0.283
0.707
0.293
0.708
0.292
0.707
0.293
0.706
0.294
0.711
0.289
0.712
0.288
0.743
0.257

2.3.4 Field Performance Assessment of Press-Brake-Formed Steel Tub Girder Superstructures
(Gibbs, 2017)
The first bridge to utilize the press-brake-formed tub girder concept developed by the
SSSBA was installed in Buchanan County, Iowa in 2015. The bridge superstructure consisted of
four tub girders constructed from 96” x 1/2” hot-dip galvanized plate. Unlike the original concept,
this implementation employed the erection of non-composite girders topped with an 8 1/2” castin-place deck and diaphragms between each girder to support the construction load. To further
reduce the amount of time related to construction, Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil abutments were
used. An overall view of the completed bridge is seen in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: New Amish Sawmill Bridge (Gibbs, 2017)

Gibbs (2017), along with other researchers from WVU and MU, performed live load testing
on site to further develop analytical models and verify AASHTO LRFD specifications could safely
be used to design press-brake-formed tub girders. Upon arrival at the site, the girders were
instrumented with Bridge Diagnostics, Inc. equipment to measure the strain in each of the girder’s
bottom flanges. A tandem-axle truck was positioned across the structure at various panel points,
and the strain readings at each location were recorded. This strain data was used to calculate bottom
flange bending stresses and LLDFs for single lane loaded and multiple lanes loaded conditions. A
finite element model was developed, and LLDFs were calculated per AASHTO LRFD
specifications; the LLDFs from all three methods were compared as seen in Figure 2.14. It should
be noted, that the stresses determined in the bottom flange by the finite element model were greater
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than those of the field testing. This was attributed to a difference in the boundary conditions as the
bridge was constructed with integral abutments, while the finite element model assumed simply
supported boundary conditions. However, the LLDF’s were similar to the experimental values.
The experimental and finite element analysis (FEA) values were both significantly lower than
those from AASHTO. Therefore, the AASHTO LRFD specifications were determined to be
conservative in design applications for press-brake-formed tub girders.

Figure 2.14: FEA v. Experimental v. AASHTO LLDFs (Gibbs, 2017)

2.3.5 Fatigue Performance of Uncoated and Galvanized Composite Press-Brake-Formed Tub
Girders (Tennant, 2018)
Galvanic surface treatments are an effective means to provide corrosion resistance to steel
members, but industry concern had arisen with the fatigue performance over the reheating of coldformed members. Tennant (2018) examined the performance of two specimens with varying
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surface treatments; both girders were produced using ASTM A709 steel, but one was left uncoated
(Figure 2.15), and the other was coated with a galvanic surface treatment (Figure 2.16). The
composite system was fatigue loaded simulating a 75-year life in a rural environment. At a
predetermined number of load cycles, a Service II load was applied to the system to observe the
performance of the specimen. A combination of linear variable displacement transducers and strain

gages were used to measure deflections that could be compared for each service loading interval.

Figure 2.15: Uncoated Steel Girder Under Fatigue Loading (Tennant, 2018)
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Figure 2.16: Galvanized Steel Girder (Tennant, 2018)

A 6” thick concrete deck was cast-in-place for each girder to become composite.
Compressive testing of cylinder samples taken from casting reflected the deck on the galvanized
girder had significantly lower compressive strength than the deck on the uncoated girder. To
confirm precision, theoretical applied loads were compared to loads calculated from the measured
strain data, and the differences were small. The project concluded that the heat of galvanization
had no adverse effect on the fatigue performance of a press-brake-formed tub girder.
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2.3.6 Field Performance and Rating Evaluation of a Modular Press-Brake-Formed Steel Tub
Girder with a Steel Sandwich Plate Deck (Underwood, 2019)
The Cannelville Road Bridge in Muskingum County, Ohio was the second bridge utilizing
press-brake-formed tub girders. The bridge was composed of two modular units each made up of
two press-brake-formed tub girders attached to a sandwich plate steel (SPS®) deck with bolts.
SPS® decks are a thin, lightweight option that is particularly useful in areas with limited hydraulic
openings. The tub girders were fabricated from 5/8” thick plate and were braced at various
locations internally and externally. The entire unit was hot-dip galvanized to provide corrosion
resistance. Figure 2.17 shows one of the modular units on site. Erection of most of the
superstructure was placed in approximately 20 minutes, and the entire project used only 26 of the
allotted 30 days from demolition of the old bridge to carrying traffic on the new bridge.

Figure 2.17: Cannelville Road Bridge Modular Unit (Underwood, 2019)
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Underwood (2019) worked with researchers at WVU and MU to perform live load testing
of the bridge to assess the applicability of AASHTO LRFD specifications to press-brake-formed
tub girders topped with a SPS® deck. The structure was instrumented with Bridge Diagnostics,
Inc. equipment and a tandem axle load truck was placed at predetermined grid points. The strain
in the bottom flanges of each girder was recorded in addition to the weight of each wheel on the
load truck.
A finite element model was produced to make comparisons to the data collected in the
field. LLDFs were calculated for the finite element model and the experimental data and the results
were compared to LLDFs calculated per the AASHTO LRFD specifications as seen in Figure 2.18.
Inventory and operating load ratings for interior and exterior girders were also computed from both
field data and the analytical model. Live load ratings were compared to AASHTO serviceability
and strength requirements. As in other tests, the data reflected that the AASHTO LRFD
specifications tend to be conservative and underpredict the performance of the press-brake-formed
tub girder system; therefore, the provisions used safely model press-brake-formed tub girders.
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Figure 2.18: Field v. FEA v. AASHTO LLDFs (Underwood, 2019)

2.4 CURRENT AASHTO SPECIFICATIONS FOR TUB GIRDER DESIGN AND APPLICATION
AASHTO is the governing body regulated the practice of roadway design. AASHTO’s
presence extends into the design and analysis of bridge structures with the LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications, a code manual that is updated every three years based on improvements in
behavioral understandings and to improve safety of the traveling public. Design under the LRFD
philosophy accounts for varying levels of loadings that may be applied to structures and the
varying capacity that members may have based on sound statistical evidence. The current
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (hereafter referred to as AASHTO LRFD
specifications), is the 8th edition which was published in September 2017. This section summarizes
the relevant portions of the code related to the design of the Fourteen Mile Bridge.
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2.4.1 Multiple Presence Factors
Multiple presence factors are empirical values used to investigate the extreme live load
force effect by considering the probability of simultaneous lane occupation by the HL-93 design
live load. Each design lane is defined to be 12’-0” in width or lesser if the traffic lanes are less
than 12’-0”. When calculating distribution factors per Articles 4.6.2.2 and 4.6.2.3, the appropriate
multiple presence factor has already been included in the expressions and need not be taken into
consideration. The values are based on an average daily truck traffic of 5,000 trucks in a single
direction. Table 2.2 presents the multiple presence factors from the AASHTO LRFD specifications
for each scenario of the number of lanes loaded. Multiple presence factors shall not be considered
for the fatigue limit state where only a single design truck is applied.
Table 2.2: Multiple Presence Factors (AASHTO, 2017)

2.4.2 Beam-Slab Bridges – Live Load Distribution Factors
Provisions for calculated LLDFs in Article 4.6.2.2 require the cross-sections of bridges
containing multiple boxes meet geometric criteria in Article 6.11.2.3. These specifications require
when parallel box sections are used, the spacing of the center of adjacent top flanges shall be at
least 80 percent of the interior spacing of the center of top flanges and not greater than 120 percent
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of the spacing the center of top flanges. These distances are represented by w and a, respectively,
in Figure 2.19. In addition, the inclination of web plate to the plane normal to the bottom flange
shall be limited to 1 to 4. The provisions of Article 4.6.2.2 are only applicable in situations where
the bearing lines are not skewed; in cases of skew at the supports, a more refined structural analysis
must occur. Cantilevered overhang of the concrete deck including the curb and parapet is limited
to either 60 percent of the interior spacing of the center of top flanges, w, or 6’-0”.

Figure 2.19: Center-to-Center Flange Distance (AASHTO, 2017)

If the cross-section of a bridge constructed from multiple boxes meets these criteria, Article
4.6.2.2 may be used to calculate the LLDFs. Article 4.6.2.2 refers to use of Table 4.6.2.2.2b-1 for
multiple steel box girders with a concrete deck; the appropriate cross section is matched to the list
provided in Table 4.6.2.2.1-1. For bridges constructed of multiple steel box girders topped with a
concrete deck, only one equation for determining the LLDFs, regardless of the number of lanes
loaded. The applicable expression is listed as Equation 2-1 and is valid for moment and shear in
interior beams. Table 4.6.2.2.2d-1 specifies that Equation 2-1 may also be used for calculation of
LLDFs in exterior beams. Multiple presence factors are already incorporated into the expression
for the calculation of distribution factors by approximate means.
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Equation 2-1

≤ 1.5

NL = number of design lanes
Nb = number of girders

2.4.3 Box-Section Flexural Members
This section details the relevant limit states and capacity requirements that must be checked
in the design of box-section flexural members.

2.4.3.1 Cross Section Proportion Limits
Webs may be either vertical or inclined; the inclination of the web plates to the plane
perpendicular to the bottom flange shall be limited to 1 to 4. In addition, the criteria of Equation
2-2 and Equation 2-3 must be met regarding web proportions.
For webs without longitudinal stiffeners:
𝐷𝐷
≤ 150
𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

Equation 2-2
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For webs with longitudinal stiffeners:
𝐷𝐷
≤ 300
𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

Equation 2-2

Where:D = web depth (in)
tw = web thickness (in)

Top flanges of tub sections shall meet the criteria specified in Equation 2-4, Equation 2-5,
and Equation 2-6, regardless if the flange section is subjected to compression or tension.
𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓
≤ 12.0
2𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓

Equation 2-4
Equation 2-5

𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝐷𝐷/6

Equation 2-6

𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 ≥ 1.1𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

Where:bf = flange width (in)
tf = flange thickness (in)
D = web depth measure along inclination (in)
tw = web thickness (in)

2.4.3.2 Constructability
To ensure the geometry of the box section is maintained during construction, the section
must be checked in various states to verify adequate capacity. Through investigation, it may be
determined additional internal and/or external cross-frames may be temporarily required during
construction or as a permanent fixture to support possible eccentric loads. Load factors for
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construction loads are taken from Article 3.4.2. Article 6.11.3 specifies the provisions of Article
6.10.3 are to be applied unless otherwise stated.
For sections in flexure, Articles 6.10.3.2.1 through 6.10.3.2.3 shall be applied to only the
top flanges of tub sections. Equations 2-8, 2-10, and 2-11 shall be checked as applicable. The
unbraced length is defined as the distance between interior cross-frames or diaphragms. Equation
2-9 shall not be checked in cases of either compact or noncompact webs and when fl = 0. If the
section contains a slender web, Equation 2-7 shall not be checked. The provisions also specify
that non-composite sections with slender webs, flanges in compression shall also satisfy Equation
2-9.
For discretely braced flanges in compression:
𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Equation 2-7

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

Equation 2-9

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 +

1
𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
3 𝑙𝑙

Equation 2-8

Where: ϕf = resistance factor for flexure specified in Article 6.5.4.2
fbu = flange stress calculated without consideration of flange lateral bending
determined as specified in Article 6.10.1.6 (ksi)
fl = flange lateral bending stress determined as specified in Article 6.10.1.6
(ksi)
Fcrw = nominal bend-buckling resistance for webs specified in Article
6.10.1.6 (ksi)
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Fnc = nominal flexural resistance of the flange as specified in Article
6.10.8.2 (ksi), with the web load-shedding factor, Rb, taken as 1.0 for
constructability
Rh = hybrid factor as specified in Article 6.10.1.10.1, Rh = 1.0 when fbu does
not exceed the specified yield strength of the web
Fyc = specified minimum yield strength of compression flange (ksi)

For discretely braced flanges in tension:
Equation 2-10

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Where: Fyt = specified minimum yield strength of tension flange (ksi)
For continuously braced flanges in compression or tension:
Equation 2-11

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Where: Fyf = specified minimum yield strength of flange (ksi)
For critical stages of construction, non-composite box flanges in compression must meet
the criteria specified in Equation 2-12 and Equation 2-13.
Equation 2-12

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

Equation 2-13

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
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For critical stages of construction, non-composite box flanges in tension and continuously
braced box flanges in either compression or tension must meet the criteria specified in Equation
2-14.
Equation 2-14

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝛥𝛥
𝑓𝑓
Where:𝛥𝛥 = �1 − 3 � 𝑣𝑣 �
𝐹𝐹
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 =

2

Equation 2-15

𝑇𝑇
2𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓

Equation 2-16

fv = St. Venant torsional shear stress in the flange due to the factored loads
at the section under consideration (ksi)
T = internal torque due to the factored loads (kip-in)
A0 = enclosed area within box section (in2)
Requirements for shear strength during critical stages of construction are extended from
the beam-slab provisions. Sections must meet the requirements of Article 6.10.3.3 in addition to
Article 6.11.9 if applicable. Equation 2-17 specifies the requirements for webs of box sections.
Equation 2-17

𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑣𝑣 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

Where: ϕv = resistance factor for shear as specified in Article 6.5.4.2
Vu = shear in the web at the section under consideration due to the factored
permanent loads and factored construction loads applied to the noncomposite section (kips)
Vcr =shear-yielding or shear buckling resistance per Article 6.10.9.3.3 (kip)
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For inclined webs:
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 =

𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢
cos (𝜃𝜃)

Equation 2-18

Where: Vui = vertical shear due to factored loads along one inclined web (kip)
θ = angle of inclination of the web plate to vertical (degrees)
2.4.3.3 Service Limit State
Service limit states are employed to control deflection under typical live loads. Limited
deflection not only provides user comfort, but it ensures adequate performance of bearings, joints,
and other critical features of the bridge structure. Box sections must meet the provisions of Article
6.10.4, except in Equation 2-20, fl shall be taken as zero, and Equation 2-21 shall not apply.
Elastic deformation limits are specified in Article 2.5.2.6, and when applying the relevant
criteria, the vehicular live load taken from Article 3.6.1.3.2 shall include the dynamic load
allowance, IM per Table 3.4.1-1. The provisions specify all design lanes should be loaded, and all
components can be assumed to deflect uniformly. In cases where a bridge is skewed, a right cross
section may be employed. The following deflection limit is to be considered for steel bridges:
Vehicular load, general ………………………Span/800
Permanent deformations are governed by Article 6.10.4.2, and Service II load
combinations per Table 3.4.1-1 shall apply. The criteria specified by Equations 2-19, 2-20, and 221 shall be met for flanges in flexure.
Flexure:
Top steel flange, composite sections
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Equation 2-19

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ≤ 0.95𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Bottom steel flange, composite sections
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 +

𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙
≤ 0.95𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
2

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 +

𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙
≤ 0.80𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
2

Equation 2-20

Both steel flanges, non-composite sections
Equation 2-21

Where: ff = flange stress at the section under consideration due to the Service II
loads calculated without consideration of flange lateral bending (ksi)
fl = flange lateral bending stress at the section under consideration due to
the Service II loads determined as specific in Article 6.10.1.6 (ksi)
Rh = hybrid factor as specified in Article 6.10.1.10.1

In addition to flange stress criteria, limits also apply to the web of the composite section.
Except for sections in positive flexure in which the web satisfies Article 6.11.2.1.2, all sections
shall satisfy Equation 2-22.
Equation 2-22

𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

Where: fc = compression flanges stress at section under consideration due to Service
II loads calculated without consideration of flange lateral bending (ksi)
Fcrw = nominal bend-buckling resistance for webs with or without
longitudinal stiffeners, as applicable, determined as specified in
Article 6.10.1.9 (ksi)
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2.4.3.4 Fatigue and Fracture Limit State
Fatigue limits shall be considered to ensure cracks in steel members due to cyclic loading
are limited and do not propagate. Article 6.10.5 specifies the general provisions that must be met,
while Article 6.11.10 specifies criteria for shear connectors. In cases where the cross section of a
bridge with multiple straight box girders does not meet the requirements of Article 6.11.2.3,
longitudinal warping stress and transverse bending stress due to distortion shall be considered.
Connection details shall be investigated per the specifications in Article 6.6.1 with the appropriate
load combination for fatigue from Table 3.4.1-1.
Fatigue is separated into two categories, load-induced and distortion-induced. Loadinduced fatigue is a result of the live load stresses present in members. In scenarios where a
concrete deck is cast, the long-term composite section shall be used when resisting dead loads, and
the short-term composite section shall be used when resisting live loads. The provisions are only
applicable to details with a net tensile stress; residual stresses are to be neglected in fatigue
considerations.
For load-induced fatigue considerations, each detail shall satisfy:
Equation 2-23

𝛾𝛾(𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) ≤ (𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥)𝑛𝑛

Where: γ = load factor as specified in Table 3.4.1-1 for the fatigue load combination
(Δf) = force effect, live load stress range due to the passage of the fatigue
load as specified in Article 3.6.1.4 (ksi)
(ΔF)n = nominal fatigue resistance as specified in Article 6.6.1.2.5 (ksi)
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For the Fatigue I load combination (infinite life), nominal fatigue resistance is computed
as shown in Equation 2-24:
Equation 2-24

(𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥)𝑛𝑛 = (𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

For the Fatigue II load combination (finite life), nominal fatigue resistance is computed as
shown in Equation 2-25:
1

𝐴𝐴 3
(𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥)𝑛𝑛 = � �
𝑁𝑁

Equation 2-25

Where:𝑁𝑁 = (365)(75)𝑛𝑛(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

Equation 2-26

A = constant taken from table 6.6.1.2.5-1 (ksi3)

n = number of stress range cycles per truck passage taken from Table 6.6.1.2.5-2
(ADTT)SL = single-lane ADTT as specified in Article 3.6.1.4
(ΔF)TH = constant-amplitude fatigue threshold taken from Table 6.6.1.2.5-3 (ksi)
Distortion-induced fatigue limits are provided in Article 6.6.1.3. Load paths shall be
sufficient to carry all intended and unintended forces provided by connecting transverse members
to longitudinal members by either welding or bolting. Specifications are provided for transverse
connection plates and lateral connection plates. In cases where the required load is unknown, the
connection shall be designed to resist a 20.0 kip lateral load for straight bridges with no skew.
Fracture requirements are specified in Article 6.6.2. Members and components shall follow
Table 6.6.2.1-1 to be classified as either primary or secondary. Primary members or components
subject to a net tensile stress under the Strength I load combination shall be designated on the
contract plans. All primary members, components subject to net tensile stress, and members and
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components subject to net tensile stress under Strength I load combination shall require the
performance of Charpy V-notch testing.

2.4.3.5 Strength Limit State
The strength limit state is employed to ensure the structure has adequate capacity to resist
the shears and moments generated during loading. Article 6.11.6 specifies the provisions that must
be met. Applicable load combinations are taken from Table 3.4.1-1.

2.4.3.5.1

General Flexure Requirements

In box sections with holes in the tension flange at the section under consideration, the
tension flange shall satisfy provisions of Article 6.10.1.8 and Equation 2-27.
𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 ≤ 0.84 �

𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛
� 𝐹𝐹 ≤ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔 𝑢𝑢

Equation 2-27

Where: An = net area of the tension flange determined as specified in Article 6.8.3
(in2)
Ag = gross area of the tension flange (in2)
ft = stress on the gross area of the tension flange due to the factored loads
calculated without consideration of flange lateral bending (ksi)
Fu = specified minimum tensile strength of the tension flange determines as
specified in Table 6.4.1-1 (ksi)
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Sections in straight bridges in positive flexure must meet the following criteria to be
considered compact:
•

The specified minimum yield strengths of flanges and web do not exceed 70.0 ksi

•

The web satisfies the requirement of Article 6.11.2.1.2

•

The section under consideration is part of a bridge that satisfies Article 6.11.2.3

•

The box flange is fully effective as specified in Article 6.11.1.1

•

The section satisfies the requirements of Article 6.11.7.1

•

The section satisfies the web slenderness limit of Equation 2-28:
2𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝐸𝐸
≤ 3.76�
𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤
𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Equation 2-28

Where: Dcp = depth of the web in compression at the plastic moment determined as
specified in Article D6.3.2 (in)
E = modulus of elasticity of steel (ksi)
If the section does not meet these criteria, it will be considered noncompact and must satisfy
the requirements of Article 6.11.7.2. Both compact and noncompact sections must satisfy ductile
requirements of Article 6.10.7-3 and Equation 2-29:
Equation 2-29

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 ≤ 0.42𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡

Where: Dp = distance from the top of the concrete deck to the neutral axis of the
composite section (in)
Dt = total depth of the composite section (in)
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2.4.3.5.2

Flexural Capacity of Composite Sections, Positive Flexure

For compact composite sections, Equation 2-30 shall be satisfied at the strength limit state.
Lateral bending need not be considered in the compression flanges of the tub sections because the
flanges are continuously supported by the concrete deck.
Equation 2-30

𝑀𝑀𝑢𝑢 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛

Where: ϕf = resistance factor for flexure as specified in Article 6.5.4.2
Mn = nominal flexural resistance of the section determined as specified in
Article 6.11.7.1.2 (kip-in)
Mu = bending moment about the major axis of the cross-section due to the
factored loads at the section under consideration (kip-in)
Nominal flexural resistance of a section shall be calculated using the applicable equation:
Equation 2-31 or Equation 2-32.
If 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 ≤ 0.1𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 :

Equation 2-31

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 = 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝

Otherwise:

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 = 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝 �1.07 − 0.7

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝
�
𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡

Equation 2-32

Where: Dp = distance from the top of the concrete deck to the neutral axis of the
composite section at the plastic moment (in)
Dt = total depth of the composite section (in)
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Mp = plastic moment of the composite section as specified in Article D6.1
(kip-in)
It should be noted that Michaelson (2014) modelled several scenarios for the press-brakeformed tub girder and found that Equation 2-32 from AASHTO did not accurately depict the
nominal flexural resistance of the girders and was significantly conservative. The study
recommended a similar expression with constants that better predicted capacity presented as
Equation 2-33:

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 = �

𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝

𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝 �1.0229 − 0.229

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝
�
𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 ≤ 0.1𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡

0.1𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 < 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 ≤ 0.42𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡

Equation 2-33

In cases where a continuous span is employed, the nominal flexural resistance of the section
shall satisfy Equation 2-34.
Equation 2-34

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 ≤ 1.3𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦

Where: Mn = nominal flexural resistance calculated per Equation 2-31 and Equation
2-32 as applicable(kip-in)
My = yield moment as determined by Article D6.2 (kip-in)
Rh = hybrid factor as determined by Article 6.10.1.10.1
For noncompact composite sections, Equation 2-35 shall be satisfied for compression
flanges at the strength limit state.
Equation 2-35

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

Where: ϕf = resistance factor for flexure as specified in Article 6.5.4.2
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fbu = longitudinal flange stress at the section under consideration calculated
without consideration of flange lateral bending or longitudinal
warping as applicable (ksi)
Fnc = nominal flexural resistance of the compression flange determined as
specified in Article 6.11.7.2.2 and Equation 2-36 (kip-in)
𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Equation 2-36

Where: Rb = web load-shedding factor determined as specified in Article
6.10.1.10.2
Rh = hybrid factor determined as specified in Article 6.10.1.10.1
Equation 2-37 shall be satisfied for compression flanges at the strength limit state.
Equation 2-37

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

Where: Fnt = nominal flexural resistance of the tension flange determined as
specified in Article 6.11.7.2.2 (kip-in)
𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ∆

Equation 2-38

Where: 𝛥𝛥 = �1 − 3 �
𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 =

𝑇𝑇
2𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓

𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

�

2

Equation 2-39

Equation 2-40

The maximum longitudinal compressive stress in the concrete deck at the strength limit
state, determined as specified in Article 6.10.1.1.1d, shall not exceed 0.6f’c.
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2.4.3.5.3

Flexural Capacity of Non-composite Sections

Compression flanges of box sections not made composite must satisfy Equation 2-41 at the
strength limit state.
Equation 2-41

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

Where: ϕf = resistance factor for flexure as specified in Article 6.5.4.2
fbu = longitudinal flange stress due to the factored loads at the section under
consideration calculated without consideration of longitudinal
warping (ksi)
Fnc = nominal flexural resistance of the flange as specified in Article
6.11.8.2 (ksi)
Nominal flexural resistance is computed by the following equations when flange
longitudinal stiffeners are not used:

𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �1 − �

𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 2
�
𝜙𝜙𝑣𝑣 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

Equation 2-42

Where: Fcb = nominal axial compression buckling resistance of the flange under
compression alone, calculated per Equation 2-43 through Equation
2-45 as applicable (ksi)
If 𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 then:

Equation 2-43

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ∆

If 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 < 𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟 then:
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𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 �𝛥𝛥 − �𝛥𝛥 −

If 𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 > 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟 then:
𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

𝛥𝛥 − 0.3 𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 − 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝
��
��
𝑅𝑅ℎ
𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟 − 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

0.9𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 𝑘𝑘

Equation 2-44

Equation 2-45

𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 2

Where: Fcv = nominal shear buckling resistance of the flange under shear alone and
is determined by Equation 2-46 through Equation 2-48 as applicable
𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠

If 𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 ≤ 1.12�

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

, then:

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 0.58𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠

If 1.12�

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Equation 2-46
𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠

< 𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 ≤ 1.40�

, then:

0.65�𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠
𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠

If 𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 > 1.40�

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

Equation 2-47

, then:

0.9𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠

Equation 2-48

𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 2

Where: λf = slenderness ratio of compression flange per Equation 2-49
𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 =

𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

Equation 2-49
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝛥𝛥

Equation 2-50

𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 = 0.57�
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𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Equation 2-51

𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟 = 0.95�

∆ = �1 − 3 �

𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣
�
𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

2

Equation 2-52

Where: fv = St. Venant torsional shear stress n the flange due to the factored loads
at the section under consideration per Equation 2-53 (ksi)
𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 =

𝑇𝑇
2𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓

Equation 2-53

Where: Fyr = smaller of the compression-flange stress at the onset of nominal
yielding, with consideration of residual stress effects, or the
specified yield strength of the web determined per Equation 2-54
(ksi)
𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 = (∆ − 0.3)𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Equation 2-54

Where: k = plate-buckling coefficient for uniform normal stress = 4.0
ks = plate-buckling coefficient for shear stress = 5.34
ϕf = resistance factor for flexure specified in Article 6.5.4.2
ϕv = resistance factor for shear specified in Article 6.5.4.2
bfc = compression-flange width between webs (in)
Ao = enclosed area within the box section (in2)
Rb =web load-shedding factor determined as specified in Article 6.10.1.10.2
Rh = hybrid factor determined as specified in Article 6.10.1.10.1
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T = internal torque due to the factored loads (kip-in)
The nominal flexural resistance of a longitudinally stiffened compression flange shall be
calculated in the same manner as the compression flange when flange longitudinal stiffeners are
not used with the following substitutions:
•

w shall be substituted for bfc

•

the plate-buckling coefficient for uniform normal stress, k, shall be taken as:
o If n = 1, then:
1

8𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 3
𝑘𝑘 = � 3 �
𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

Equation 2-55

o If n =2, then:
1

0.894𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 3
𝑘𝑘 = �
�
𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 3𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
•

Equation 2-56

1.0 ≤ 𝑘𝑘 ≤ 4.0

the plate-buckling coefficient for shear stress, ks, shall be taken per Equation 2-57:
1

3
𝐼𝐼
5.34 + 2.84 � 𝑠𝑠3 �
𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 =
≤ 5.34
(𝑛𝑛 + 1)2

Equation 2-57

Where: Is = moment of inertia of a single longitudinal flange stiffener about an axis
parallel to the flange and taken at the base of the stiffener (in4)
n = number of equally spaced longitudinal flange stiffeners
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w = larger of the width of the flange between longitudinal flange stiffeners
or the distance from a web to the nearest longitudinal flange stiffener
(in)
Compression-flange longitudinal stiffeners shall satisfy the requirements specified in
Article 6.11.11.2. Nominal flexural resistance of tension flanges of tub sections shall be
determined in Equation 2-58.
Equation 2-58

𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Where: Rh = hybrid factor determined as specified in Article 6.10.1.10.1
2.4.3.5.4

Shear Capacity

Shear resistance shall be defined by the provisions of Article 6.10.9 for single webs. In
cases where the web is inclined, D in Article 6.10.9 shall be taken as the depth of the web plate
measured along the inclination. Straight and curved web panels shall satisfy Equation 2-59 at the
strength limit state.
Equation 2-59

𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 ≤ 𝜙𝜙𝑣𝑣 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛

Where: ϕv = resistance factor for shear as specified in Article 6.5.4.2
Vu = factored shear in the web at the section under consideration (kip)
Vn = nominal shear resistance determined as specified in Article 6.10.9.2
and 6.10.9.3 for unstiffened and stiffened webs, respectively (kip)
Nominal shear resistance is computed by the following equations when webs are
unstiffened:
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Equation 2-60

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 = 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝

Equation 2-61

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 = 0.58𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤

Where: C = ratio of the shear-buckling resistance to the shear yield strength
determined by Equations 2-65, 2-66, and 2-67 with, k = 5.0
Vcr = shear-yielding or shear-buckling resistance (kip)
Vn = nominal shear resistance (kip)
Vp = plastic shear force (kip)
The nominal shear resistance of stiffened interior web panels is determined by Equations
2-63 and 2-64. The section proportions must satisfy Equation 2-61 and must meet the provisions
of Article 6.10.9.1.
2𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤

�𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 �

≤ 2.5

Equation 2-62

⎡
⎤
0.87(1 − 𝐶𝐶)
⎢
⎥
𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 = 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 𝐶𝐶 +
2
⎢
⎥
�1 + �𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 �
⎣
𝐷𝐷 ⎦

Equation 2-63

Equation 2-64

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 = 0.58𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

Where: do = transverse stiffener spacing (in)
Vn = nominal shear resistance of the web panel (kip)
Vp = plastic shear force (kip)
C = ratio of the shear-buckling resistance to the shear yield strength
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The ratio, C, shall be determined as specified by Equations 2-65 through 2-67:
If

𝐷𝐷

𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

𝐶𝐶 = 1.0

If 1.12�

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

𝐶𝐶 =
If

𝐷𝐷

𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

𝐶𝐶 =

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

≤ 1.12�

Equation 2-65
<

𝐷𝐷

𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

1.12 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐷𝐷 �𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

> 1.40�

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

1.57

2�

𝐷𝐷
�
𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

�

, then:

≤ 1.40�

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

, then:

Equation 2-66

, then:
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Where: k = shear-buckling coefficient
𝑘𝑘 = 5 +

5

𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
�
𝐷𝐷

�

2

Equation 2-68

If the section proportions do not satisfy Equation 2-62, Equation 2-69 shall be used to
determine the nominal shear resistance.
⎡
⎤
0.87(1 − 𝐶𝐶)
⎢
⎥
𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 = 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 ⎢𝐶𝐶 +
⎥
2
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑
𝑜𝑜
𝑜𝑜
⎢
��1 + � � + �⎥
𝐷𝐷
𝐷𝐷 ⎦
⎣

Equation 2-69

The nominal shear resistance of stiffened end panels shall be determined as specified in
Equations 2-70 and 2-71.
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Equation 2-70

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 = 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝

Equation 2-71

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 = 0.58𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

Where: C = ratio of the shear buckling resistance to the shear yield strength
determined by Equations 2-62 through 2-64 as applicable.
Vcr = shear-yielding or shear-buckling resistance (kip)
Vp = plastic shear force (kip)
Transverse stiffener spacing for stiffened end panels, with or without longitudinal
stiffeners, shall not exceed 1.5 times the section depth.

2.4.3.6 AASHTO Equation References
Table 2.3 includes a summary of the equations referenced and included in this chapter from
the ASHTO LRFD Specifications with the appropriate AASHTO equation references.
Table 2.3: Chapter 2 Equation Legend (AASHTO, 2017)
Chapter 2 Equations
Equation 2-1
Equation 2-2
Equation 2-3
Equation 2-4
Equation 2-5
Equation 2-6
Equation 2-7
Equation 2-8
Equation 2-9
Equation 2-10
Equation 2-11
Equation 2-12

AASHTO 8th Edition
Table 4.6.2.2.2b-1
Equation 6.11.2.1.2-1
Equation 6.11.2.1.3-1
Equation 6.11.2.2-1
Equation 6.11.2.2-2
Equation 6.11.2.2-3
Equation 6.10.3.2.1-1
Equation 6.10.3.2.1-2
Equation 6.10.3.2.1-3
Equation 6.10.3.2.2-1
Equation 6.10.3.2.3-1
Equation 6.11.3.2-1
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Table 2.3 (cont): Chapter 2 Equation Legend (AASHTO, 2017)
Chapter 2 Equations
Equation 2-13
Equation 2-14
Equation 2-15
Equation 2-16
Equation 2-17
Equation 2-18
Equation 2-19
Equation 2-20
Equation 2-21
Equation 2-22
Equation 2-23
Equation 2-24
Equation 2-25
Equation 2-26
Equation 2-27
Equation 2-28
Equation 2-29
Equation 2-30
Equation 2-31
Equation 2-32
Equation 2-34
Equation 2-35
Equation 2-36
Equation 2-37
Equation 2-38
Equation 2-39
Equation 2-40
Equation 2-41
Equation 2-42

AASHTO 8th Edition
Equation 6.11.3.2-2
Equation 6.11.3.2-3
Equation 6.11.3.2-4
Equation 6.11.3.2-5
Equation 6.10.3.3-1
Equation 6.11.9-1
Equation 6.10.4.2.2-1
Equation 6.10.4.2.2-2
Equation 6.10.4.2.2-3
Equation 6.10.4.2.2-4
Equation 6.6.1.2.2-1
Equation 6.6.1.2.5-1
Equation 6.6.1.2.5-2
Equation 6.6.1.2.5-3
Equation 6.10.1.8-1
Equation 6.11.6.2.2-1
Equation 6.10.7.3-1
Equation 6.11.7.1.1-1
Equation 6.10.7.1.2-1
Equation 6.10.7.1.2-2
Equation 6.10.7.1.2-3
Equation 6.11.7.2.1-1
Equation 6.11.7.2.2-1
Equation 6.11.7.2.1-2
Equation 6.11.7.2.2-5
Equation 6.11.7.2.2-6
Equation 6.11.7.2.2-7
Equation 6.11.8.1.1-1
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-1
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Table 2.3 (cont.): Chapter 2 Equation Legend (AASHTO 2017)
Chapter 2 Equations
Equation 2-43
Equation 2-44
Equation 2-45
Equation 2-46
Equation 2-47
Equation 2-48
Equation 2-49
Equation 2-50
Equation 2-51
Equation 2-52
Equation 2-53
Equation 2-54
Equation 2-55
Equation 2-56
Equation 2-57
Equation 2-58
Equation 2-59
Equation 2-60
Equation 2-61
Equation 2-62
Equation 2-63
Equation 2-64
Equation 2-65
Equation 2-66
Equation 2-67
Equation 2-68
Equation 2-69
Equation 2-70
Equation 2-71

AASHTO 8th Edition
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-2
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-3
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-4
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-5
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-6
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-7
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-8
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-9
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-10
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-11
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-12
Equation 6.11.8.2.2-13
Equation 6.11.8.2.3-1
Equation 6.11.8.2.3-2
Equation 6.11.8.2.3-3
Equation 6.10.8.3-1
Equation 6.10.9.1-1
Equation 6.10.9.2-1
Equation 6.10.9.2-2
Equation 6.10.9.3.2-1
Equation 6.10.9.3.2-2
Equation 6.10.9.3.2-3
Equation 6.10.9.3.2-4
Equation 6.10.9.3.2-5
Equation 6.10.9.3.2-6
Equation 6.10.9.3.2-7
Equation 6.10.9.3.2-8
Equation 6.10.9.3.3-1
Equation 6.10.9.3.3-2
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE FOURTEEN MILE
BRIDGE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter details the design and construction of the Fourteen Mile Bridge in Lincoln
County, West Virginia. This was the first installation of a bridge in West Virginia utilizing pressbrake-formed tub girders. This bridge site has unique characteristics, such as significant skew and
superelevation. The full bridge plans are located in Appendix C of this Thesis.

3.2 SUMMARY OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The Fourteen Mile Bridge is a 58’-0” long, single span press-brake-formed tub girder
bridge near the community of Ranger, West Virginia. The Bridge carries traffic across
Fourteenmile Creek on State Route Number 37. The bridge has a skew angle of 10° and a
superelevation of 8%. Construction was started in the spring of 2019 and completed on November
6, 2019 by Orders Construction Company. An aerial image of the bridge under construction is
shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Aerial View of Bridge Under Construction
3.2.1 Fabrication of Modular Components
The press-brake-formed tub girders used in construction of the bridge were assembled in
five fully composite modular components each brought to the site by truck and lifted into place by
crane. This offsite manufacture enabled each step of the fabrication to be closely monitored and
for progress to continue before the field would typically allow certain steps to be undertaken.
The five press-brake-formed tub girders used began as 96” wide by 1/2” thick plate of
AASHTO M270 steel shaped using a large capacity press-brake. Once formed, additional details
such as shear studs, end bearing diaphragms, and mounting angles for the internal formwork were
welded onto the steel tub. The entire assembly was hot-dipped galvanized for corrosion resistance.
A photo of the galvanized press-brake-formed tub girder is seen in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Galvanized Tub Girder, Prior to Formwork Construction

Once the press-brake-formed tub girders were galvanized, the modules were shipped to
Carr Concrete in Waverly, West Virginia where the formwork could be assembled and a concrete
deck could be cast. The prescaster used wooden studs and plywood to create the internal sacrificial
formwork. Figure 3.3 shows a press-brake-formed tub girder module with the internal formwork.
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Figure 3.3: Tub Girder with Completed Internal Formwork

While internal formwork was being fabricated, reusable external formwork was being
constructed. The external formwork used a combination of steel formwork panels, wooden studs,
and plywood. Upon completion of the external formwork, each press-brake-formed tub girder was
placed into the forms (Figure 3.4) and the mats of rebar were added (Figure 3.5). A retardant was
placed on the edges of the shear key detail on the external formwork where the UHPC joints would
be. This retardant allowed the concrete paste at the edge to be removed by a pressure washer,
leaving exposed aggregate to which the UHPC could properly bond.
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Figure 3.4: Isometric View of Reusable External Formwork

Figure 3.5: Close View of Rebar Placement at Semi-Integral Abutment End
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Following the setting of the rebar, placement of the concrete began. The crew used two
concrete buckets, so any downtime from waiting for more material was minimized, and the deck
could be cast continuously. Once pouring was completed, the deck was finished, and a plastic sheet
covering was applied, so the deck could cure. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the placement of the
concrete and finishing of the deck, respectively.

Figure 3.6: Placement of Fresh Concrete

Figure 3.7: Finished Concrete Deck
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After the concrete had set, the external formwork was removed, and the next press-brakeformed tub girder was placed into the formwork. After the first two modules had been cast, a test
fit was performed to ensure compatibility of the composite modules in the field. Figure 3.8 shows
the test fit in the fabrication yard.

Figure 3.8: Test Fit of Two Precast Modules at Fabrication Yard

3.2.2 Installation of Modular Components
Once all five composite modules had been completed, they were transported by truck to
the bridge site and lifted into place by crane. The UHPC closure pours were then performed, and
the deck was diamond ground for the appropriate finish. In order to reduce traffic congestion
during placement and the amount of time necessary to rent the cranes, each successive truck was
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staged. This allowed the next modular unit to be delivered and set in minimal time. A typical
composite module loaded on a staged truck is shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Composite Module Delivered to Site

Two cranes operated in tandem to lift each composite module from the trailer to the
abutment seats. Workers on the ground verified measurements for the first composite module since
this placement defined further composite module positions. Figure 3.10 shows the placement of
the first composite module and Figure 3.11 shows the placement of the second composite module
and the appropriate fit of the two.

Figure 3.10: Placement of First Composite Module On-Site
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Figure 3.11: Verification of Fit of Adjacent Modules on Site

After all composite modules were placed, formwork was erected around the joints for the
UHPC closure pours. The UHPC was mixed onsite with a pan mixer, then concrete buggies moved
the concrete from the mixer to the bridge to place along the joints. The pouring of the UHPC is
shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Pouring of UHPC Along Longitudinal Joint

After the UHPC set, the forms were removed, and a diamond grinder was used to adjust
the deck profile as desired (Figure 3.13). This enabled a smooth transition from the cast-in-place
concrete approach slab to the precast concrete deck modules.

Figure 3.13: Diamond Grinder Used to Finish Deck On-Site
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3.2.3 Accelerated Bridge Construction Strategies
Several accelerated bridge construction (ABC) strategies were employed in this bridge
replacement project to minimize project duration and improve the work product of the finished
structure. Instead of a traditional cast-in-place deck for the bridge superstructure, the Fourteen
Mile Bridge used five composite modules manufactured individually off site. By having the deck
precast in a controlled shop environment, the contractor was able to closely monitor the timing of
the application of the fresh concrete. The minimal difference between the pouring of each bucket
of concrete ensured that no cold joints formed in the deck structure. The controlled shop
environment was also beneficial for the curing process to allow the concrete to gain maximum
strength. Once the composite modules were complete, they were transported by truck to the bridge
site and the modules were placed directly from the trucks to the abutments. The removal of a
staging yard for construction reduced the amount of time spent to perform material handling and
the necessary footprint of the construction site. The choice of UHPC was advantageous for the
closure pours due to the high compressive strength and the short amount of time required to
develop full strength of UHPC.
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHODS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter serves to provide an overview of the research methodology employed during
the field evaluation of the Fourteen Mile Bridge. This includes descriptions of the field-testing
equipment and finite element modeling, along with the data reduction approaches.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING EQUIPMENT
This section details the pieces of field equipment used to assess the performance of the
Fourteen Mile Bridge during the live load field test. Instrumentation and software were developed
by Bridge Diagnostics, Inc. (BDI).
4.2.1 BDI Strain Transducers
BDI strain transducers (Figure 4.1) were chosen for use as the data sensor to measure strain
during the live load field test. These gages are an appropriate choice for outdoor field tests because
the gages are reusable and resistant to adverse weather conditions. Each gage is fully sealed to the
elements, has been rated IP67 for dust and moisture resistance, and has an operating temperature
range of -58°F to +185°F. Inside of each gage is a full Wheatstone bridge with four active 350Ω
foil gages. The applicable range for strain measurements of the gage is ±2000µε. Each gage is
individually calibrated to meet National Institute of Standards and Technology specifications and
has a variation in readings of less than ±1%. The BDI strain transducers attach to the surface of
the steel member being investigating with reusable tabs that included a 1/4”-20 threaded mounting
shaft. For this live load field test, Loctite HY 4070 Structural Repair Hybrid Adhesive was used
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to affix the transducers to the girder. More details on structure instrumentation are available in
section 5.2.1.

.
Figure 4.1: BDI Strain Transducer, Typical Application to Girder
4.2.2 STS-WiFi Data Acquisition System
In order to record the data measured with the strain transducers, BDI created the STS-WiFi
Data Acquisition System. This system consists of nodes collecting data from various sensors and
a base station serving as the interface between the nodes and the computer software. The STSWiFi Data Acquisition System is especially useful for field testing where access to a power source
is difficult or running cables between devices is limited. Sensors, such as a strain transducer, plug
into one of the four connectors of the wireless four-channel node (Figure 4.2). These nodes
transmit the data readings over a local wireless broadcast to the mobile base station as seen in
Figure 4.3. Power is supplied to the wireless nodes and base station by rechargeable NiMH
batteries. In cases where a source of continuous AC power is available, the wireless nodes may
also be powered by a DC power adapter.
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Figure 4.2: BDI STS-WiFi Wireless 4-Channel Node

Figure 4.3: BDI STS-WiFi Mobile Base Station
Even though the units are designed with the capability to wirelessly transmit data for use
in applications with limited access, there is the option to use wired ethernet connections between
each node and the base station. Like the strain transducers, BDI designed the base stations and
wireless nodes to be able to resist dust and water. A weather seal and locking mechanism is
provided on the access door to both the base station and wireless node. BDI also provided
mounting locations on the wireless nodes and base station; these mounts were combined with high
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strength magnets to affix the testing equipment to the outside of the girders in a sturdy and
temporary fashion. To improve data reduction efforts, each piece of equipment in the BDI Data
Acquisition System is equipped with a BDI “Intelliducer” chip. This chip allows the equipment to
identify itself inside of the software package. The ease of installation and durable nature of the
BDI system makes its use in field testing an appropriate choice.

4.2.3 Load Truck and Wheel Scales
The live load was produced by a loaded tandem axle dump truck provided by Lusher
Trucking of Prichard, West Virginia (Figure 4.4.) The total weight of the truck was measured prior
to arrival on site. The weight of each wheel was measured on site using Haenni Wheel Load
Weigher scales as seen in Figure 4.5. The wheel scales were provided by the Public Service
Commission of West Virginia Transportation Enforcement Division.

Figure 4.4: Tandem Axle Dump Truck used for Live Load Test
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Figure 4.5: Haenni Wheel Load Weigher Scale
4.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
This section details the process followed to conduct a finite element analysis to compare
analytical values to the results from the field. Abaqus/CAE 6.14-1 (Dassault Systèmes, 2014) was
used to develop a finite element model of the Fourteen Mile Bridge. Load simulating a tandem
axle truck was applied and an analysis was conducted. Article 4.6.3.3 of the AASHTO LRFD
specifications was used as a guide for the considerations in a refined analysis approach. Data from
the model was used to compare the girder strains and LLDF’s calculated from the field results.
4.3.1 Material Definitions
The Fourteen Mile Bridge superstructure consists of AASHTO M270 Grade 50 plate for
the girders and Class H concrete for the deck. Due to the narrow widths of the UHPC closure
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pours, Class H concrete was assumed for the entire deck. Following AASHTO 6.4.1, the structural
steel had a modulus of elasticity of 29,000 ksi, a minimum yield strength of 50 ksi, and a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.3. The compressive strength of the concrete, f’c, was 4,000 psi as stated in the design
plans. Following AASHTO Article 5.4.2, the concrete had a modulus of elasticity of 3,640 ksi and
a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. Linear elastic behavior was assumed in this analysis and all materials were
assumed to be isotropic.

4.3.2 Element Selection
Due to the uniform geometry of the Fourteen Mile Bridge, quadrilateral shell elements
were employed in the finite element model. Following the Abaqus/Standard User’s Manual and
work from previous analytical models of press-brake-formed tub girders (Gibbs, 2017;
Underwood, 2019), S4R shell elements were chosen to be used. S4R elements are four-noded
stress/displacement shell elements with reduced integration. These properties make S4R elements
a suitable choice for a wide variety of uses. Comparison of analytical results to the field data
indicated the element produced accurate results for finite element analysis.

4.3.3 Mesh Discretization
Following Article 4.6.3.3 of the AASHTO LRFD specifications, abrupt changes in the
sizes or shapes of finite elements should be avoided, and the aspect ratio of finite elements and
grid panels should not exceed 5.0. This controls the shapes used in the mesh and the relative sizes
of elements.
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The mesh discretization of the finite element model for the Fourteen Mile Bridge adhered
to the guidelines set by AASHTO to produce accurate results. Each portion of the cross section
was seeded to generate a desired number of elements. The typical mesh discretization for the cross
section is presented in Figure 4.6. Nodes were spaced in the longitudinal dimension of the girders
at 6” increments for 116 elements along the length of each girder. Both top flanges consist of two
elements each, top and bottom bends consist of three elements each, webs consist of 12 elements
each, and the bottom flange consists of 10 elements.

Figure 4.6: Typical Mesh Discretization for Each Tub Girder

Elements were grouped by similar geometries, and each was checked to verify the aspect
ratios met the guidelines set by AASHTO. The results of this validation are presented in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Typical Aspect Ratio for Girder Elements
Geometry

Number of Elements

Depth, D (in)

Length, L (in)

Aspect Ratio (D/L)

Top Flange

2

3.00

3.74

0.80

Bend

3

3.00

1.21

2.48

Web

12

3.00

1.89

1.59

Bottom Flange

10

3.00

2.16

1.39

Seeding of the deck nodes in the longitudinal direction matched the 6” spacing used to seed
the girder. However, for the multiple-point constraints to be collinear between deck and girder
nodes, transverse spacings of nodes varied between 6.77” for exterior overhangs, 6.41” over each
girder, and 5.77” for interior overhangs. Aspect ratios for each deck element met the AASHTO
guidelines for advanced modeling techniques.

4.3.4 Boundary Conditions and Multiple Point Constraints
The boundary conditions of the Fourteen Mile Bridge were modeled as a “hinge-roller”
simple span which limited horizontal and vertical displacement. The girders were restrained from
lateral movement at the ends. All boundary conditions were applied to the nodes on the bottom
flange of each girder. Multiple-Point Constraints are used to associate disconnected nodes of a
finite element model to limit displacement between the two points. This feature is useful in the
analysis of beam-slab bridges when the deck is composite where the deck and girders can be
modeled to act together.
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4.3.5 Application of Live Loading
Load placement on the finite element model simulated the loading performed in the field
to maximize the strain in the bottom flange of each girder. Because the point loads were applied
in the middle of elements and not at distinct nodes, the load from each wheel would need to be
statically distributed to each node defining the element (Figure 4.7). The proportion of the applied
load taken to each node was computed by Equations 4-1 through 4-4, which follows AASHTO
Article 4.6.3.3.1 as the sum for each nodal load is statically equivalent to the applied load.

Figure 4.7: Nodal Distribution of Point Loads (Michaelson, 2010)

𝜉𝜉
𝜂𝜂
𝐴𝐴 = 𝑃𝑃 �1 − � �1 − �
𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦

Equation 4-1

𝜉𝜉 𝜂𝜂
𝐶𝐶 = 𝑃𝑃 �1 − � � �
𝑥𝑥 𝑦𝑦

Equation 4-3

𝜉𝜉
𝜂𝜂
𝐵𝐵 = 𝑃𝑃 � � �1 − �
𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦

Equation 4-2

𝜉𝜉 𝜂𝜂
𝐷𝐷 = 𝑃𝑃 � � � �
𝑥𝑥 𝑦𝑦

Equation 4-4
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4.4 DATA REDUCTION METHODS
This section details the methods used to analyze the data collected in the field and from the
finite element model used to calculate the LLDFs. Example calculations for the quarter span
bending stress and LLDFs are also included. Structure instrumentation is further described in
Section 5.2. Raw data from the field testing included the strain readings (measured in microstrain,
με) and corresponding gage numbers. The five strain readings from each panel point were averaged
to a single strain reading for each gage; the initial strain recorded from when the truck was located
off the bridge was subtracted from the strain at each panel point. The location of each gage on the
structure was determined from field notes, and the gages were grouped by girders. For simplicity,
the truck passes were defined as the physical positions of the truck during live load testing and the
truck runs were the positions that maximized the strains on targeted girders. More information on
the distinction between truck passes and runs is provided in Section 5.2.2. The three gage
measurements for each girder were averaged to obtain the strain at each panel point on each girder
for each truck pass. The strains were subsequently linearly interpolated to determine the strain at
each panel point for each truck run.

4.4.1 Computation of Quarter Span Bending Stresses
Recorded strain data was separated by girder and the readings were averaged to obtain a single
strain value for each panel point measured in microstrain, με. These strain values were used in
combination with Hooke’s Law to compute the bending stress at the gage locations at quarter span.
The strain values were averaged for each girder, then divided by 1e6 to convert to strains. The
values were multiplied by Young’s Modulus of steel, Es = 29,000 ksi. The resultant value is the
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stress in ksi at the quarter span for each girder. An example of these calculations for the selected
data shown in Table 4.2 is presented below as Equations 4-5 and 4-6.
Table 4.2: Strain Values, Quarter Span Bending Stress
Truck Pass 4, Girder 3, Panel Point 5
Panel Point

Strain in Gages, Girder 3 (µε)

x (ft)

x/L

G01

G02

G03

29

0.5

37.83

39.39

39.58

Average Strain in Girder 3:
𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =

Σ𝜀𝜀 37.83 + 39.39 + 39.58
=
= 38.93 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇
𝑛𝑛
3

Equation 4-5

Application of Hooke’s Law to Compute Bending Stress
𝜎𝜎 =

𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
38.93
∗ 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 =
∗ 29000 = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌
1,000,000
1,000,000

Where: n = number of gages

εavg = average bottom flange strain (µε)
σ = bottom flange bending stress (ksi)
Es = Young’s Modulus of Steel (ksi)
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Equation 4-6

4.4.2 Computation of Live Load Distribution Factors
The average girder strain for each panel point was used to calculate the LLDFs for each
girder following Equation 4-7. The strain in each girder is divided by the total amount of strain in
all girders. This value is multiplied by the number of applied design trucks and the multiple
presence factor, which is described in Section 2.4.1. For the single lane loaded condition, the
multiple presence factor is taken as 1.2, and for the two lanes loaded condition, the multiple
presence factor is taken as 1.0.
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =

𝑛𝑛𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖
𝑘𝑘
∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖

Equation 4-7

∗ 𝑚𝑚

Where: LLDFgi = distribution factor for a target “i’th” girder
εi = bottom flange static strain for a target “i’th” girder
n = number of applied design trucks
m = AASHTO multiple presence factor
k = number of girders

Sample calculations will first be shown for calculating the LLDFs for the single lane loaded
condition at a Panel Point 5 for Truck Pass 4 and Girder 2. This computation for the data shown
in Table 4.3 is represented by Equation 4-8. In the case of multiple lanes loaded, strain data from
separate passes must be superimposed to simulate the loading of two trucks. This means the strain
would be the sum of the strain on a given girder due to each relevant pass. Data presented in Table
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4.4 represents the average girder strain for each pass and the summation of girder strains for each
respective girder. The two lanes loaded calculations are shown in Equation 4-9 for the summation
of Panel Point 5 for Truck Pass 1 and 7 on Girder 1.
Table 4.3: Strain Values, Single Lane Loaded LLDF Sample Calculation
Truck Pass 4, Panel Point 5
Girder Average Strain (µε)

Panel Point
x (ft)

x/L

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

29

0.5

38.75

45.52

38.93

25.21

9.67

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺2,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃5 =

1.2 ∗ (45.52)
∗ 1 = 𝟎𝟎. 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑
38.75 + 45.52 + 38.93 + 25.21 + 9.67

Equation 4-8

Table 4.4: Strain Values, Two Lanes Loaded LLDF Sample Calculation

Panel Point
x (ft)
x/L
29
0.5
Panel Point
x (ft)
x/L
29
0.5
Panel Point
x (ft)
x/L
29
0.5

Truck Pass 1, Panel Point 5
Girder Average Strain (µε)
G1
G2
G3
G4
64.28
59.56
35.36
17.46
Truck Pass 7, Panel Point 5
Girder Average Strain (µε)
G1
G2
G3
G4
26.81
39.31
47.95
46.40
Truck Pass 2+7, Panel Point 5
Girder Average Strain (µε)
G1
G2
G3
G4
91.09
98.88
83.31
63.86
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G5
6.42

G5
28.26

G5
34.68

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺1,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃5 =

1.0 ∗ (91.09)
∗ 2.0 = 𝟎𝟎. 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒
91.09 + 98.88 + 83.31 + 63.86 + 34.68

Equation 4-9

LLDFs were calculated following AASHTO Article 4.6.2.2. The specifications within
Article 4.6.2.2 are discussed earlier in Section 2.4.2 and Equation 4-10 represents the LLDF
equation for steel box girders. In the AASHTO LRFD specifications, no differentiation is made
for the calculation of interior girder or exterior girder LLDF’s, or for the number of design lanes
loaded. Note the multiple presence factor is already taken into consideration by Equation 4-10.
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 0.05 + 0.85 ∗

Equation 4-10

𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿 𝟎𝟎. 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒
+
𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏
𝑵𝑵𝑳𝑳

Where: NL = number of design lanes as specified in Article 3.6.1.1.1
Nb = number of girders
0.5 ≤

𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿
≤ 1.5
𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏

In the case of the Fourteen Mile Bridge, there are five girders and two design lanes. As
shown in Equation 4-11, the LLDF determined by the methods specified in the AASHTO LRFD
specifications Article 4.6.2.2 is 0.603. It should be noted this bridge does not fall within the range
of applicability. The calculation of NL/Nb is 2/5 or 0.4 which is below the minimum requirement
the equation may be utilized for. No provisions are described by AASHTO for steel box bridges
that lie outside this range.
2 0.425
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 0.05 + 0.85 ∗ +
= 𝟎𝟎. 𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔
5
2
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Equation 4-11

CHAPTER 5: FIELD TESTING OF THE FOURTEEN MILE BRIDGE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This section details the loading and data recording process performed for the physical field
testing of the Fourteen Mile Bridge in October 2019. Researchers from MU and WVU traveled to
Ranger, West Virginia to perform a live load field test on the bridge. The goal of the field test was
to compare measured strains due to physical loading to strains determined from analytical
modeling to assess performance of the structure.

5.2 LIVE LOAD FIELD TEST ASSESSMENT
The field test of the Fourteen Mile Bridge was completed over two days. The first day was
used to measure and apply instruments to the structure. The field testing and data collection was
completed on the second day.

5.2.1 Structure Instrumentation
The BDI STS Wi-Fi Data Acquisition System was used to instrument the structure and
record results. Nineteen gage locations were identified for this field test; three gages were located
on the bottom of each girder (15 total) and one gage was located on each web of Girders 1 and 2.
Gages were placed at quarter span to allow for easier access for preparation and removal. An
overview of the gage layout is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Gage Locations on Girders, Looking Upstation

To improve access to mark and prepare the girders and apply the instrumentation, an allterrain aerial lift was supplied by the contractor for use during the field testing. The aerial lift is
presented in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Aerial Lift Supplied by Contractor
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Quarter span locations were determined by measuring the distance from the inside face of
one precast abutment to the inside face of the other. This distance was 60’-6,” which was divided
by four to find quarter span. The resulting distance measured from the back-station abutment to
quarter span was 13’-75/16.” A mark was made at quarter span for the transverse middle of each
girder. Quarter points were also measured the along the bends of each girder; a square was used to
mark the resulting diagonal. The middle of the gages, as seen in Figure 5.3, is at an angle parallel
to the skew. After this mark was made, measurements were made at 6” normal to the longitudinal
direction at each side from the center and then 1.5” from each intersection point to determine the
tab locations for the gages. The resulting grid of markings is seen in Figure 5.4. Web locations
were measured using an angled rule; the web gages were placed 6” from the bottom flange
measured along the inclination of the web. The web gage mounting points were determined in a
similar fashion as the bottom flange mounting points. Typical web gage mounting locations are
seen in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.3: Centerline of Gages at Quarter Span, Looking Upstream
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Figure 5.4: Typical Bottom Flange Gage Mounting Points, Looking Upstream

Figure 5.5: Typical Web Gage Mounting Points, Looking Downstream
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After the gage locations had been marked, a battery-powered angle grinder with a wire
brush attachment was used to buff the surface of the girder to allow the adhesive to bond to the
bare steel. After the surface was prepared, the marks were replaced so the gages could be installed
at the correct locations. A gage blank was used in combination with the tab jig provided by BDI
to ensure correct spacing of the mounting locations. A small bead of Loctite® HY 4070 Superfast
Fixture Structural Repair Hybrid Adhesive was applied to the bottom of each tab and uniform
pressure was used to fix the tabs against the steel surface. Approximately 90 seconds after the
initial contact, the adhesive set, and pressure could be released. Figure 5.6 shows the tab mounts
in place on the girder.

Figure 5.6: Typical Tab Mounting to Steel Surface

Approximately 20 minutes following the original application, the gage blank was removed,
and the appropriate BDI strain transducer was installed based on the necessary cable length. The
gages attached to the two tabs with 7/16” nuts tightened with a wrench until snug. The cables were
connected to the appropriate wireless node. Nodes were attached to the surface of the steel using
a magnetic mounting assembly. Figure 5.7 shows the gages installed on the girder.
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Figure 5.7: Typical View of Gages Installed on Bottom Flange, Looking Downstream
Because a portable generator was available, it was determined that using DC power
adapters with the wireless nodes and base station would be an appropriate option. A wired ethernet
cable connected one of the five nodes to the base station. Figure 5.8 shows an overview of the
instrumentation once all connections were completed.

Figure 5.8: Overview of Instrumentation, Looking Backstation
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5.2.2 Live Load Path Delineation
The second day of the study began with troubleshooting all connections and verifying the
system recorded data correctly. The live load paths were developed from the AASHTO LRFD
specifications for maximizing load on individual girders. Measurements to determine the panel
points started with identification of the centerline of the road survey. A straight line was marked
between both survey points. Subsequent parallel lines were measured in 2’-0” measurements,
resulting in the last longitudinal marking located 2’-0” from the edge of the downstream parapet.
In total, 13 longitudinal markings were made. To determine transverse locations, the distance
between the survey points was measured and was broken into 10 equal panel points, each 6’-5/8”
in length.
Delineation of load paths was accomplished by marking the deck by string and crayon. At
the 2’-0” increments from the centerline of road survey, nails were placed in the deck at the foam
joints at the end of the precast modules. Yellow construction string lines were wrapped around the
nails and care was taken to ensure the string was taut (Figure 5.9). Figure 5.10 shows several
longitudinal markings with the construction string lines. In the transverse direction, blue crayon
was used to mark the 10 panel points as seen in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.9: Nail placement in Foam Joint with Construction String Line Wrapped Taut

Figure 5.10: Parallel Longitudinal Delineations on Deck with Construction String Line
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Figure 5.11: Transverse Mark Completed with Blue Crayon

Once the markings had been placed on the deck, a grid was created with the intersections
representing the panel points for each placement where the truck would be located. For the purpose
of this study, passes will refer to the particular transverse spacing that the truck path is following,
and panel point will refer to the truck’s position in the longitudinal direction. This grid is indicated
by Figure 5.12. It should be noted, due to the radius of curvature of the roadway, the truck would
not be able to be placed at either the upstation or backstation end of the longitudinal pass for passes
12 and 13. Subsequently, there is no data from either pass.
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Figure 5.12: Plan View of Panel Point Grid

Referencing work from Gibbs on the Amish Sawmill Bridge (2017) and Underwood on
the Cannelville Road Bridge (2019), these delineated truck passes were linearly interpolated to
maximize loading on specific girders. Strain values from multiple passes could be added together
for each respective girder to simulate the effects of multiple lane loaded scenarios. The following
methodology was performed to determine the appropriate location of runs. All transverse distances
were measured along the grade of the deck. Girder 1, an exterior girder, would have the strains
maximized by having the truck run located 2’-0” from the inside edge of the downstream parapet.
To simulate the two lanes loaded scenario, a second truck located 12’-0”, the spacing of a design
lane, away from the first truck run, or 14’-0” from the inside edge of the downstream parapet.
These two runs are shown in Figure 5.13, along with their distance to the inside edge of the
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downstream parapet as Runs 1 and 4, respectively. A similar procedure is followed for Girders 2
and 3. To maximize the strain for the single lane load in Girder 2, an interior girder, the truck run
must be placed so the middle of the tire is along the centerline of Girder 1, 3’-13/16” from the inside
edge of the downstream parapet, labeled as Run 2. To induce the multiple lane loaded scenario,
the strains from Run 2 must be superimposed with Run 5, located 12’-0” in the upstream direction.
Runs 3 and 6 are used to maximize strain from the single and multiple lanes loaded scenarios,
respectively, for girder 3.

Figure 5.13: Live Load Truck Placement, Looking Upstation
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5.2.3 Live Load Testing
Upon arrival of the tandem axle truck to the bridge site, testing began. The truck was
deemed fit for use in the live load test due to the similarity with the HS-20 design load truck from
AASHTO. The initial truck pass began at the downstream edge of the deck oriented in the direction
of back station. Successive passes were worked in the upstream direction. Before the truck moved
onto the bridge, the right edge of the front left tire, wheel 1, was lined up with the construction
string line. Once the physical testing began, 10 Hz was chosen as the sample rate within the BDI
Software to record strain values. Five measurements were taken before the bridge was loaded to
serve as a baseline. The truck would be positioned at each panel point at the intersection of the
sting line and crayon mark. A typical pass location can be seen in Figure 5.14. Once the truck had
stopped and the bridge had return to a static condition, five readings were taken. At the conclusion
of the testing, each wheel was weighed and the geometry of the axle spacings were measured.
Figure 5.15 shows the weight of each wheel along with the geometric configuration of the axles.

Figure 5.14: Typical Truck Pass Location
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Figure 5.15: Truck Dimensions and Field Weight Measurements
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter summarizes the results of the Fourteen Mile Bridge live load field test and
compares the values to those computed by analytical models. LLDFs will be compared from the
live load field test, the finite element analysis, and the AASHTO LRFD specification (2017).

6.2 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
This section presents the results determined from the live load field test and the finite
element model. The raw data from the live load field test is included, and the subsequent LLDFs
are discussed. Truck Run 1 will be the focus of this section. The full results for all truck runs with
all relevant tables and charts are shown in Appendix A.

6.2.1 Live Load Field Test Results
The following section discusses the results collected from the live load field test of the
Fourteen Mile Bridge. Data was collected with the BDI STS Wi-Fi Data Acquisition System, and
data reduction was performed following the methods outlined in Section 4.4. The three strain
readings across the bottom flange of each girder were averaged respectively to account for torsion;
the strain readings from the webs were not used. Girder stresses at quarter span, where the gages
were located, were computed and LLDFS were determined for comparison with the finite element
model and AASHTO LRFD specifications. A sample of the raw strain data from Truck Run 1 is
shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Measured Strain from Truck Run 1, Experimental

Panel Points
x (ft)
x/L
0
0
5.8
0.1
11.6
0.2
17.4
0.3
23.2
0.4
29
0.5
34.8
0.6
40.6
0.7
46.4
0.8
52.2
0.9
58
1

Truck Run 1, Measured Strain (Field)
Average Bottom Flange Strain (με)
G1
G2
G3
G4
0
0
0
0
5.513
2.877
0.157
-1.270
17.992
14.074
9.539
5.401
34.632
30.154
21.157
12.541
52.685
49.797
30.625
16.274
64.277
59.563
35.360
17.456
66.936
64.148
37.530
16.816
72.247
71.656
32.655
11.770
70.454
65.424
25.459
7.196
42.457
36.502
12.600
0.863
0
0
0
0

G5
0
-3.635
0.336
4.579
6.498
6.418
5.658
2.987
0.984
-2.546
0

6.2.1.1 Live Load Distribution Factors
The girder strains were used to calculate the LLDFs following the procedures discussed in
Section 4.4.2. The multiple presence factor was applied following the AASHTO LRFD
specifications. LLDFs were calculated for each panel point in the field test, but only the LLDFs at
Panel Point 5 (0.5*L) was compared to the analytical model because that position would have the
maximum effect of the truck on the girders. A sample of the calculated LLDFs for Truck Run 1 is
presented in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Computed Live Load Distribution Factors from Truck Run 1, Experimental
Truck Run 1, Simplified Distribution Factors (Field)
Panel Points
Distribution Factors
x (ft)
x/L
G1
G2
G3
G4
0
0
--------5.8
0.1
1.514
0.790
0.043
-0.349
11.6
0.2
0.380
0.297
0.201
0.114
17.4
0.3
0.336
0.293
0.205
0.122
23.2
0.4
0.338
0.319
0.196
0.104
29
0.5
0.351
0.325
0.193
0.095
34.8
0.6
0.350
0.336
0.196
0.088
40.6
0.7
0.378
0.375
0.171
0.062
46.4
0.8
0.416
0.386
0.150
0.042
52.2
0.9
0.472
0.406
0.140
0.010
58
1
--------Average
0.504
0.392
0.166
0.032
MPF applied (1.2*PP5)
0.421
0.390
0.232
0.114
St. Dev.
0.381
0.154
0.052
0.147

G5
---0.998
0.007
0.044
0.042
0.035
0.030
0.016
0.006
-0.028
---0.094
0.042
0.340

6.2.2 Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results
This section details the comparison between the results developed from the experimental
data collected in the field and the analytical values determined from the finite element analysis.
The deflected shape of the finite element model is shown in Figure 6.1 and additional information
is provided in Section 4.3. Table 6.3 presents a comparison between the analytical and
experimental LLDFs for each girder at Panel Point 5 for the single lane loaded condition of Truck
Run 1. Table 6.4 presents a similar comparison for the two lanes loaded condition of Truck Runs
1 and 4. Note the appropriate AASHTO multiple presence factor is applied in each scenario.
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Figure 6.1: Deflected Shape of Finite Element Model, Truck Run 1, Panel Point 5

Table 6.3: Comparison of Field and FEA Live Load Distribution Factors, One Lane Loaded
Truck Run 1, Distribution Factors at Panel Point 5
Girder

Field Results
FEA Results

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

0.421

0.390

0.232

0.114

0.042

0.440

0.355

0.217

0.116

0.072

Table 6.4: Comparison of Field and FEA Live Load Distribution Factors, Two Lanes Loaded
Truck Run 1 & 4, Distribution Factors at Panel Point 5
Girder

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Field Results

0.490

0.532

0.448

0.343

0.187

FEA Results

0.502

0.503

0.440

0.334

0.221
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While the two methods produce similar results, some variance is still present. This may be
partially due to varying boundary conditions. The Fourteen Mile Bridge utilized integral abutments
as described in Section 3.2, which would yield similar results to a “fixed-fixed” end condition and
a stiffer structure due to the decrease in rotation at the supports. There is not an adequate manner
to model integral abutments in the finite element analysis, so simply supported (“hinge-roller”)
conditions were used in the analytical model. The results are both in line with each other in the
sense of the amount of the given loading scenario that will get distributed to each girder. Figure
6.2 presents a Q-Q plot reflecting the comparison of each girder’s distribution factors at Panel
Point 5. Note the R2 value represents the correlation of the entire data set, both single and two-lane
loaded scenarios.
Average LLDF and Summary
0.600

Experimental DF

0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000
0.000

0.100

0.200

0.300

0.400

0.500

0.600

Analytical DF
Two Lane

Single Lane

Figure 6.2: Comparison Between Analytical and Experimental Live Load Distribution Factors
for Single and Two Lane Loaded Conditions
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6.3 COMPARISON

OF

LIVE LOAD DISTRIBUTION FACTORS

WITH

AASHTO LRFD

SPECIFICATIONS
This section will provide a comparison between LLDFs determined from the experimental
data of the live load field test, the analytical data from the finite element model, and the relevant
AASHTO LRFD specifications. LLDFs calculated with the expressions from the 2017 AASHTO
LRFD specifications already take the multiple presence factors into consideration, so the
comparison for each scenario will have the appropriate multiple presence factors applied.
Calculations for the AASHTO LLDFs are presented in Section 4.4.2. Truck Run 1 will be used for
comparison between the three methods for the single lane condition. Table 6.5 and Figure 6.3
provide a comparison of the three methods.

Table 6.5: Comparison of Field, FEA and AASHTO Live Load Distribution Factors,
One Lane Loaded Truck Run 1
Truck Run 1, Distribution Factors at Panel Point 5
Girder

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Field Results

0.421

0.390

0.232

0.114

0.042

FEA Results

0.440

0.355

0.217

0.116

0.072

AASHTO

0.603

0.603

0.603

0.603

0.603
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Distribution Factors

Run #1 Live Load Distribution Factors
(Single Lane Loaded, Exterior Girder)
0.800
0.600
0.400
0.200
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results

AASHTO Results

Figure 6.3: Comparison of Field, FEA and AASHTO Live Load Distribution Factors,
One Lane Loaded Truck Run 1
LLDFs determined from the field results and the analytical model are similar; the
AASHTO equations predict a much higher distribution factor for the single lane loaded condition.
A comparison between the three methods for the two-lane loaded scenario is presented in Table
6.6 and Figure 6.4. Again, the LLDFs for both the analytical and experimental methods are close,
but the AASHTO values are significantly higher. The discrepancy between AASHTO and the
analytical and experimental methods is increased for girders further away from the placement of
the load truck.
Table 6.6: Comparison of Field, FEA, and AASHTO Live Load Distribution Factors, Two
Lanes Loaded Truck Run 1 and 4
Truck Run 1 & 4, Distribution Factors at Panel Point 5
Girder

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Field Results

0.490

0.532

0.448

0.343

0.187

FEA Results

0.502

0.503

0.440

0.334

0.221

AASHTO

0.603

0.603

0.603

0.603

0.603
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Run #1 and #4 Live Load Distribution Factors
(Multiple Lanes Loaded, Exterior Girder)
Distribution Factors

0.700
0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results

AASHTO Results

Figure 6.4: Comparison of Field, FEA, and AASHTO Live Load Distribution Factors, Two
Lanes Loaded Truck Run 1 and 4

6.4 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter provided a summary of the results computed from the experimental data from
the field test of the Fourteen Mile Bridge along with the finite element analysis performed. The
data was used to calculate the LLDFs for the field data and the analytical data and the computed
LLDFs were then compared to the LLDFs calculated following the AASHTO LRFD specifications
to assess the applicability of AASHTO in regards to press-brake-formed tub girders. The
comparison showed minor differences in LLDFs between the finite element model and the
experimental results, likely due to the differing boundary conditions. In all cases, the AASHTO
LLDFs underpredicted the performance of the press-brake-formed tub girder and were more
conservative than the experimental and analytical values. Therefore, AASHTO LLDFs may be
safely used in the application of press-brake-formed steel tub girder bridges.
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CHAPTER 7: QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF BRACING
EFFECTIVENESS AND TORSIONAL RESPONSE FOR NON-COMPOSITE
TUB GIRDERS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
When press-brake-formed tub girders are used in conjunction with a precast reinforced
concrete deck, the top flanges are fully supported during casting. In cases where a cast-in-place
reinforced concrete deck is used, significant loading is placed on the top flanges. This can lead to
instability issues as the open shape of the non-composite tub girder is susceptible to torsional
effects. Bracing may be added either to the interior or the exterior of the tub shape to control
undesirable deflection. This chapter examines work performed by Kelly (2014) on non-composite
behavior of press-brake-formed steel tub girders and evaluates different bracing scenarios from a
qualitative view. Abaqus/CAE 6.14-1 (Dassault Systèmes, 2014) was utilized to create a finite
element model for each scenario and a nonlinear analysis was performed. Program files from
MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., 2020 used to write the Abaqus input files are included in
Appendix B of this report.

7.2 VERIFICATION WITH KELLY’S MODEL
7.2.1 Geometric Imperfections
A significant discrepancy in the critical load that led to buckling in the experiments
performed by Kelly (2014) was attributed to geometric imperfections that were induced during the
fabrication process of the press-brake-formed tub girder. Flange inclinations and web inclinations
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were recorded for each specimen. Plots of the recorded flange inclination and web inclination for
each specimen are presented in Figure 7.1 and 7.2.

Flange Inclinations
Inclination (Degrees)

3
2
1
0
-1

0

0.2

0.4
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Tenth Points Across Span, x/L
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Gal. (LF)

Gal. (RF)

Wea. (LF)

Wea. (RF)

Figure 7.1: Flange Inclinations (Kelly, 2014)

Web Inclinations
Inclination (Degrees)
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Figure 7.2: Web Inclinations (Kelly, 2014)
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Wea. (RW)

The finite element model was developed to induce the imperfections onto the generated
mesh based on user inputs. The geometric imperfections separated into flange tilt, girder twist, and
web out of flatness. Each of the geometric imperfections was modeled to follow a sine curve with
the maximum amplitude and anchor points specified by the user to control the imperfection across
the mesh. Figures 7.3 through 7.5 present an exaggerated view of the effect of flange tilt, girder
twist, and web out of flatness, respectively.

Figure 7.3: Tub Girder Modeled with Flange Tilt

Figure 7.4: Tub Girder Modeled with Girder Twist
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Figure 7.5: Tub Girder Modeled with Web Out of Flatness

To best fit the geometric imperfections that were recorded by Kelly (2014), only the flange
tilt and girder twist were considered. Using the recorded data previously mentioned in Figures 7.1
and 7.2, the amplitude for each imperfection was determined. The peak values were input as 1° of
flange tilt clockwise and 1° of girder twist clockwise. For both imperfections, the end supports
were selected as the anchor points to best fit the model.

7.2.2 Material Modeling
To capture the behavior of a nonlinear analysis, steel material in the finite element model
was modeled using an elastic-plastic constitutive law following work by Michaelson (2014) and
Kelly (2014). A multilinear relationship (Galindez, 2009) was uses to represent the stress-strain
behavior of material modeling (Figure 7.6) and (Table 7.1). The plastic material properties are a
function of the true stress and strain, and these are input into the Abaqus input file.
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Stress, σ (ksi)
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Figure 7.6: Multi-linear Stress-Strain Curve

Table 7.1: Expressions for Computing Steel Stress-Strain Behavior (Galindez, 2009)
Point

Strain

Stress

1

ε1 =

2

ε 2 = ε st

3

ε 3=

1
(ε u − ε st ) + ε st
10

σ=
3

Est
(ε u − ε st ) + σ y
10

4

ε 4=

2
(ε 6 − ε 3 ) + ε 3
7

σ 4=

4
(σ 6 − σ 3 ) + σ 3
7

5

ε 5=

2
(ε 6 − ε 3 ) + ε 4
7

σ 5=

2
(σ 6 − σ 3 ) + σ 4
7

6

ε 6 =−
εu

7

ε7 = εu

σy

σ1 = σ y

E

σ2 = σ y

 σy 
100
(ε u − ε st )
σ u −
Est
 σ 0.2% 

1
(ε u − ε st )
10

σ=

6

 σy 
σ u
 σ 0.2% 

σ7 = 
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7.2.3 Element Selection
Abaqus (2014) provides complete geometric modeling capabilities with a variety of
available element types. General shell elements with reduced integration (S4R) are used for
modeling the steel girders in this study. As shown by several researchers (Barth, 1996; Yang, 2004;
Roberts, 2004; Righman, 2005), S4R shell elements are very accurate in modeling the physical
behavior of non-composite steel plate girders. These 4-node general-purpose elements are intended
to provide accurate solutions for both thin and thick shells, using classical (Kirchoff) shell theory
when appropriate for thin shells and (Mindlin) shell theory as the thickness increases.
These elements allow for finite membrane strains and rotations of the shell, change in shell
thickness as a function of the membrane strain, and transverse shear deformation. Therefore, they
are suitable for large-strain analysis involving inelastic deformation of materials. The S4R element
is a first-order element having only one integration point used to form the element stiffness matrix.
S4R elements offer many advantages over traditional shell elements these include: strains and
stresses are computed at the locations providing optimal accuracy and fewer integration points
result in reduced computing time and storage requirements.
The primary disadvantage of using reduced integration is that deformation modes which
cause no strain at the integration points may develop. This may lead to inaccurate results if these
zero-energy modes propagate through the structure in a phenomenon commonly known as
hourglassing. However, this can be prevented by the user by introducing a small artificial stiffness
associated with zero-energy deformation modes using the *SECTION CONTROLS command in
an Abaqus input file (Kelly 2014; Michaelson, 2014).
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7.2.4 Riks Loading Algorithm
The girders studied in this work are analyzed using the modified Riks algorithm available
in Abaqus (2014). This solution method captures the nonlinear load deflection response of the
FEA model at and beyond maximum loading. The modified Riks method is capable of obtaining
a complete nonlinear solution and giving information on girder behavior in both loading and
unloading regions (Yang, 2004).
It is assumed the loading is proportional and the response is smooth (no sudden
bifurcations). Furthermore, this method uses the load magnitude as an additional unknown and
solves simultaneously for loads and displacements. Because the progress of the solution is
independent of the load increment, Abaqus uses the “arc length” to control the increment size. The
arc length is the distance along the static equilibrium path in the load-displacement space. This
value is initially proved by the user and later adjusted by the Abaqus automatic load increment
algorithm, which is based on convergence rate.
The essence of this method is that the solution is viewed as the discovery of a single
equilibrium path in a space that is defined by the nodal variables and loading parameter. The
solution is found during each increment by moving a given distance along a tangent to the current
solution point and searching for equilibrium in the plane that not only passes through the point,
but also is orthogonal to the same tangent line (Yang, 2004). The total path length is determined
by the load magnitudes the user specifies. The user also determines the number of increments.
(Kelly, 2014)
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7.2.5 Comparison with Kelly’s Model
Once the finite element model was developed, an evaluation of an unbraced girder was
performed as a benchmark with the experimental and analytical data that Kelly (2014) had
recorded. A plot of the comparisons between the two analyses is presented in Figure 7.7. Note that
little discrepancy exists between the two models; when full load is applied, approximately a 0.05”
difference between the vertical displacement of each model exists. Therefore, this developed finite
element model is suitable for use in comparison between bracing options and an unbraced girder.

U3 vs Applied Load
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30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00

Unbraced Girder
Kelly's Model (2014)

10.00
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0.00

0
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0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Vertical Displacement (in)

Figure 7.7: Vertical Deflection at Midspan for Unbraced Girder and Kelly (2014)
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7.3 BRACING SCENARIOS
7.3.1 Internal Bracing Scenarios
Bracing schemes were examined for both the interior and exterior of the girder. Braces
were modeled on a press-brake-formed tub girder constructed from an 84”x7/16” plate. Four
different bracing scenarios were implemented, each using L4x4x5/8” angle for the brace members.
Each transverse brace was spaced at three times the depth of the girder from one another, or 69”
in the case of the modeled girder. A visual representation of the four internal bracing scenarios is
provided in Figure 7.8.

Figure 7.8: Internal Bracing Scenarios
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7.3.2 External Bracing Scenarios
In addition to the internal bracing scenarios, three external bracing options were modeled.
A press-brake-formed tub girder constructed from 84” x 7/16” plate was used for each external
bracing scenario so that adequate comparisons could be made. External braces were placed at
midspan for scenario 1, third points for scenario 2, and quarter points for scenario 3. External
bracing was modeled in Abaqus/CAE through the use of boundary conditions to provide lateral
support at the locations of interest. A visual representation of the three external bracing scenarios
is provided in Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9: External Bracing Scenarios
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7.4 RESULTS OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
This section discusses the results that were achieved as a function of the finite element
analysis. Both the set of internal braces and external braces were compared to the unbraced girder
as a benchmark to assess resistant to torsion. Static Riks loading was applied to the structure and
plots were developed from the load proportionality factors available in the Abaqus/CAE .dat file.
For the purposes of these plots, U1 refers to the lateral displacement and U3 refers to the vertical
displacement. The plots stop at 33 kips of applied load because this was the critical load to induce
buckling in the unbraced girder in Kelly’s Experiment (2014).

7.4.1 Comparison of Internal Bracing Scenarios
The first analyses were performed on the internal bracing options. L4x4x5/8” angle was
used for each interior bracing member and each member was modeled as a beam element in the
finite element model. From the load proportionality factors, plots of U1 and U3 for each load
increment were produced. Figure 7.10 shows the lateral displacement for each of the internal
bracing options and Figure 7.11 shows the vertical displacement for each of the internal bracing
options. It should be noted that while internal bracing has little effect on the vertical displacement
at midspan, lateral displacement is reduced. Specifically, in the cases of internal bracing options
where a diagonal brace is used, the decrease in lateral displacement is significant.
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U1 vs Applied Load For all Internal Bracing Scenarios
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Figure 7.10: Lateral Displacement Comparison for Internal Bracing Scenarios

U3 vs Applied Load For all Internal Bracing Scenarios
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Figure 7.11: Lateral Displacement Comparison for Internal Bracing Scenarios
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7.4.2 Comparison of External Bracing Scenarios
After the internal bracing analyses were completed, analyses were performed on the
external bracing options. Lateral support was added at points of interest through boundary
conditions at the web to resist lateral movement. From the load proportionality factors, plots of U1
and U3 for each load increment were produced. Figure 7.12 shows the lateral displacement for
each of the external bracing options and Figure 7.13 shows the vertical displacement for each of
the external bracing options. Similar to the internal bracing, external bracing has little effect on the
vertical displacement at midspan. However, all three exterior bracing options have comparable
resistance to lateral displacement, which is significantly less than the unbraced girder.

U1 vs Applied Load For All External Bracing Scenarios
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Figure 7.12: Lateral Displacement Comparison for External Bracing Scenarios
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U3 vs Applied Load For all External Bracing Scenarios
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Figure 7.13: Vertical Displacement Comparison for External Bracing Scenarios

7.5 CONCLUSIONS
When employing a cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck in conjunction with press-brakeformed steel tub girders, it is important to consider the stability of the non-composite section under
the effect of construction loading from placement of the wet concrete. Significant torsional
amplification is possible, and the non-composite girder must have adequate lateral support to resist
rotation and buckling. From the analyses ran, it was observed that the effect of diagonal struts for
internal braces as in cases 3 and 4 lead to a greater reduction in lateral displacement than the use
of transverse braces alone. All external bracing options performed similar and each provided a
significant reduction in lateral displacement. Further work is necessary to extend this initial
qualitative modeling into sound reasoning for best practices for maintaining stability of the noncomposite girder.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The scope of this thesis was to evaluate the field performance of a modular press-brakeformed steel tub girder topped with a precast reinforced concrete deck in an application including
skew and significant superelevation and compare that to analytical testing through finite element
analysis and expected performance determined by AASHTO LRFD specifications. Bottom flange
strain was recorded, and the LLDFs were determined for each method. The LLDFs determined
with the experimental data and the analytical results showed little discrepancy, but both were lower
than the LLDFs computed per AASHTO LRFD specifications. However, AASHTO does not
specify a different expression for the calculation of LLDFs in regards to interior and exterior girder
or the loading of single or multiple lanes. In either case, the AASHTO LLDFs were conservative,
and are therefore safe to use in the design of press-brake-formed-tub girder systems.

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUED WORK
The following are recommended for future work in this area:
•

Current manufacturing methods limit the span length of press-brake-formed steel
tub girders to 80’-0”. Research could be performed to determine methods that the
span length may be increased and to determine the economic feasibility of longer
spans.
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•

In cases where several spans are used, preferred detailing of the pier region should
be examined to understand how the girders behave in the negative bending regions.

•

An initial assessment of different bracing option for the non-composite girder was
performed in this thesis. Further work can investigate the ideal detailing and best
practices for this bracing.

•

Additional work could be performed to further define the lateral torsional buckling
behavior of the press-brake-formed tub girders as a function of unbraced length.
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APPENDIX A: RESULTS FOR ALL TRUCK RUNS

This appendix includes the following: results, tables, and graphs, generated from both the
live load field test and finite element analysis of the Fourteen Mile Bridge. The data presented is
for all girders, for all load runs.
The following is the order that the data is presented:
•

Live Load Distribution Factors (LLDFs)
o Live Load Test Data
o Finite Element Analysis
o Results Comparison: Live Load Test Data vs. Finite Element Analysis
o Results Comparison: Live Load, FEA, & AASHTO LRFD
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A.1 LIVE LOAD DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
A.1.1 Live Load Field Test Results
Truck Run 1, Simplified Distribution Factors (Field)
Averages (με)
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Truck Run 3, Simplified Distribution Factors (Field)
Averages (με)
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0.161
0.174
0.208
0.239
0.238
0.283
0.325
0.327
--0.239
0.287
0.059

G4
--0.306
0.200
0.206
0.229
0.241
0.242
0.264
0.267
0.268
--0.241
0.289
0.033

G5
--0.391
0.226
0.192
0.167
0.158
0.147
0.122
0.106
0.113
--0.158
0.189
0.088

Distribution Factors

G2
--0.152
0.154
0.146
0.131
0.122
0.119
0.092
0.072
0.079
--0.122
0.147
0.031

G3
--0.178
0.182
0.189
0.186
0.187
0.194
0.175
0.165
0.188
--0.187
0.224
0.009

G4
--0.184
0.193
0.219
0.252
0.272
0.274
0.307
0.349
0.351
--0.272
0.327
0.062

G5
--0.245
0.249
0.264
0.274
0.264
0.261
0.265
0.263
0.267
--0.264
0.316
0.009

Truck Runs 1 and 4, Simplified Distribution Factors (Field)
Averages (με)
Distribution Factors

Panel Points
x (ft)
0
5.8
11.6
17.4
23.2
29
34.8
40.6
46.4
52.2
58

G1
0
12.932
32.041
54.448
76.721
91.085
93.370
93.589
84.565
48.723
0

x/L
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

G5
G4
0
0
4.227
5.352
15.341
19.731
26.026
37.300
32.486
54.688
34.681
63.857
64.255
32.280
23.815
61.705
15.026
49.304
21.895
3.316
0
0
DF @ 0.5L (PP 5)
MPF Applied
St. Dev.

G1
--0.348
0.277
0.257
0.247
0.245
0.244
0.245
0.255
0.284
--0.245
0.490
0.034

G2
--0.263
0.243
0.248
0.261
0.266
0.277
0.292
0.299
0.328
--0.266
0.532
0.027

G3
--0.132
0.177
0.196
0.212
0.224
0.226
0.239
0.251
0.241
--0.224
0.448
0.038

G4
--0.144
0.170
0.176
0.176
0.172
0.168
0.162
0.149
0.128
--0.172
0.343
0.017

G5
--0.114
0.132
0.123
0.105
0.093
0.084
0.062
0.045
0.019
--0.093
0.187
0.038

Truck Runs 2 and 5, Simplified Distribution Factors (Field)
Averages (με)
Distribution Factors

Panel Points

mpf*num tru

G3
0
4.914
20.554
41.572
65.985
83.310
86.602
91.229
83.272
41.333
0

2

mpf*num tru

x (ft)
0
5.8
11.6
17.4
23.2
29
34.8
40.6
46.4
52.2
58

G2
0
9.779
28.135
52.468
80.979
98.877
105.896
111.379
98.959
56.333
0

G1
0
15.275
35.160
55.539
74.498
88.119
88.925
88.338
80.413
49.111
0

x/L
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
2

G2
0
12.995
31.769
54.856
80.546
97.811
103.251
109.998
99.305
58.211
0

G3
0
9.626
26.227
47.573
71.417
88.293
90.696
97.308
89.996
49.144
0

G5
G4
0
0
9.385
10.189
21.660
25.851
32.935
43.771
39.075
61.077
41.275
70.508
70.641
38.770
31.370
70.697
23.098
59.574
11.501
31.024
0
0
DF @ 0.5L (PP 5)
MPF Applied
St. Dev.
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G1
--0.266
0.250
0.237
0.228
0.228
0.227
0.222
0.228
0.247
--0.228
0.457
0.014

G2
--0.226
0.226
0.234
0.247
0.253
0.263
0.277
0.282
0.293
--0.253
0.507
0.025

G3
--0.167
0.186
0.203
0.219
0.229
0.231
0.245
0.255
0.247
--0.229
0.457
0.030

G4
--0.177
0.184
0.187
0.187
0.183
0.180
0.178
0.169
0.156
--0.183
0.365
0.010

G5
--0.163
0.154
0.140
0.120
0.107
0.099
0.079
0.066
0.058
--0.107
0.214
0.038

Truck Runs 3 and 6, Simplified Distribution Factors (Field)
Averages (με)
Distribution Factors

Panel Points
x (ft)
0
5.8
11.6
17.4
23.2
29
34.8
40.6
46.4
52.2
58
mpf*num tru

G1
0
15.116
28.711
38.638
46.823
54.707
56.481
46.182
34.693
23.311
0

x/L
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

G2
0
14.319
28.682
42.403
58.911
74.652
77.952
77.544
69.115
41.916
0

G3
0
13.980
28.997
46.774
69.739
87.673
94.990
99.588
86.859
52.053
0

2

G5
G4
0
0
17.190
16.456
33.198
33.292
48.392
52.386
64.162
75.322
73.587
94.279
98.166
73.779
69.318
100.581
57.200
91.840
55.466
34.119
0
0
DF @ 0.5L (PP 5)
MPF Applied
St. Dev.

G1
--0.196
0.188
0.169
0.149
0.142
0.141
0.117
0.102
0.113
--0.142
0.284
0.033

G2
--0.186
0.188
0.185
0.187
0.194
0.194
0.197
0.203
0.203
--0.194
0.388
0.007

G3
--0.181
0.190
0.205
0.221
0.228
0.237
0.253
0.256
0.252
--0.228
0.456
0.028

A.1.2 Finite Element Analysis Results
Summary of Live Load Distribution Factors (FEA)
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
Truck Run
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5
Run 6
Runs 1+4
Runs 2+5
Runs 3+6

0.440
0.411
0.237
0.164
0.149
0.088
0.502
0.464
0.269

0.355
0.354
0.305
0.249
0.232
0.132
0.503
0.487
0.362
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0.217
0.231
0.304
0.311
0.307
0.236
0.440
0.449
0.449

0.116
0.127
0.222
0.284
0.299
0.349
0.334
0.356
0.477

0.072
0.077
0.133
0.193
0.214
0.396
0.221
0.243
0.443

G4
--0.214
0.218
0.229
0.239
0.245
0.245
0.256
0.270
0.268
--0.245
0.490
0.020

G5
--0.223
0.217
0.212
0.204
0.191
0.184
0.176
0.168
0.165
--0.191
0.382
0.022

A.1.3 Results Comparison: Live Load Field Test vs. Finite Element Analysis

Distribution Factors

Run #1 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.500
0.450
0.400
0.350
0.300
0.250
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results

Distribution Factors

Run #2 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.450
0.400
0.350
0.300
0.250
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000

G1

G2

G3

Girder
Field Results
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FEA Results

G4

G5

Run #3 Live Load Distribution Factors
Distribution Factors

0.350
0.300
0.250
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results

Run #4 Live Load Distribution Factors
Distribution Factors

0.350
0.300
0.250
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000

G1

G2

G3

Girder
Field Results
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Series2

G4

G5

Run #5 Average Live Load Distribution Factors
Distribution Factors

0.350
0.300
0.250
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

Series2

Distribution Factors

Run #6 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.450
0.400
0.350
0.300
0.250
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000

G1

G2

G3

Girder
Field Results
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FEA Results

G4

G5

Run #1 and #4 Live Load Distribution Factors
(Multiple Lanes Loaded, Exterior Girder)
Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results

Run #2 and #5 Live Load Distribution Factors
(Multiple Lanes Loaded, Interior Girder)
Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

Girder
Field Results
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FEA Results

G4

G5

Run #3 and #6 Live Load Distribution Factors
(Multiple Lanes Loaded, Middle Interior Girder)
Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

Girder
Field Results
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FEA Results

G4

G5

A.1.4 Results Comparison: Live Load Field Test, Finite Element Analysis, AASHTO Calculations

Run #1 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.700

Distribution Factors
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0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
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0.000
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G5

Girder
Field Results
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AASHTO Results

Run #2 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.700
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0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
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0.000
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G2

G3

G4

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results
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AASHTO Results

G5

Run #3 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.700

Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results

AASHTO Results

Run #4 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.700

Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results
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AASHTO Results

G5

Run #5 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.700

Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

FEA results

AASHTO Results

Run #6 Live Load Distribution Factors
0.700

Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results
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AASHTO Results

G5

Run #1 and #4 Live Load Distribution Factors
(Multiple Lanes Loaded, Exterior Girder)
0.700

Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results

AASHTO Results

Run #2 and #5 Live Load Distribution Factors
(Multiple Lanes Loaded, Interior Girder)
0.700

Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results
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AASHTO Results

G5

Run #3 and #6 Live Load Distribution Factors
(Multiple Lanes Loaded, Middle Interior Girder)
0.700

Distribution Factors

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

G1

G2

G3

G4

Girder
Field Results

FEA Results
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AASHTO Results

G5

APPENDIX B: FINITE ELEMENT MODELING PROGRAM
This appendix documents the program written in MATALB (The Mathworks, Inc., 2020)
that were used in this research. The program “noncompv2.m” is used to preprocess .inp files that
Abaqus will read to produce a finite element model. User inputs are used to generate the nodes
and elements for the model under investigation. An outline of each section of the program is
presented below:
•

Part 0 reads the data necessary to generate the finite element mesh.

•

Part 1 defines the longitudinal node layout of the girder.

•

Part 2 defines the transverse node layout of the girder.

•

Part 3 combines Part 3 and 4 to generate the three-dimensional mesh of the steel
press-brake-formed tub girder.

•

Part 4 defines the transverse node layout for the stiffener.

•

Part 5 uses Part 4 to generate the three-dimensional mesh of the stiffener plates.

•

Part 6 alters the geometry to consider geometric imperfection 1, flange tilt.

•

Part 7 determines the centroid and shear center of the assembly.

•

Part 8 alters the geometry to consider geometric imperfection 2, girder twist.

•

Part 9 alters the girder geometry to consider geometric imperfection 3, web out of
flatness.

•

Part 10 alters the geometry of the stiffener plate to consider geometric imperfection
3, web out of flatness.

•

Part 11 applies the loading and boundary conditions to specified nodes.

•

Part 12 writes the .inp file with the information from Parts 0 through 11.
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The MATLAB file is as follows (inputs for material properties and geometric
imperfections are outlined in chapter 7):
fclose('all');
clc
clear
% =======================================================================
% PART 0: INPUT PARAMETERS
% =======================================================================
% 0.1 Girder Dimensions/Thicknesses
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------L=38;
% span length [ft]
w=84;
% standard mill plate width [in]
t=7/16;
% plate thickness [in]
t_BRG=3/4;
% bearing plate thickness [in]
d=23;
% total girder depth [in]
btf=6;
% top flange width [in]
Load_ap=33;
% applied load at midspan [kip]
From Lindsay Kelly Test 2
(Galvanized Girder)
% 0.2 Stiffener/Diaphragm Locations and Imperfection Anchors [ft]
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------% - There must be at least three locations: 0.0L, 0.5L and 1.0L.
Loc_St=[0;1/2;1]*L;
% 0.3 Locations of Lateral Support [ft]
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------% - There must be at least two locations: 0.0L and 1.0L.
Loc_Lat=[0;1]*L;
% 0.4 Transverse Node Layout Parameters
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------ne_bf=10;
% Number of elements along the bottom flange (MUST BE EVEN)
ne_w=12;
% Number of elements along the web
ne_b=03;
% Number of elements along the bend
ne_tf=05;
% Number of elements along the top flange (MUST BE EVEN)
le_L=3.0;
% Approximate length of element along the span [in]
Imp_Amp=1.0 ;
% Imperfection Magnitude Amplification Factor
% 0.5 Imperfection I - Flange Tilt
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------% - There must be at least two locations: 0.0L and 1.0L.
Imp_St1=[0;1]*L;
% Locations of imperfection [ft]
Imp_Mag1=Imp_Amp*btf*tan(1*pi/180);
% Magnitude of maximum
imperfection [in]
Imp_Opt1=+1;
% Option for imperfection orientation
%
+1 for similar, -1 for opposite
% 0.6 Imperfection II - Girder Twist
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% ----------------------------------------------------------------------% - There must be at least two locations: 0.0L and 1.0L.
Imp_St2=[0;1]*L;
% Imp_St2=[0;1/2;1]*L;
% Locations of imperfection [ft]
Imp_Mag2=Imp_Amp*1;
% Magnitude of maximum twist angle
[deg]
Imp_Opt2=1;
% Option for origin of twist angle
%
0 for the centroid
%
1 for the shear center
%
0-1 for values between...
% 0.7 Imperfection III - Web Out of Flatness
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------% Note:
% - There must be at least two locations: 0.0L and 1.0L.
% - There must be a location that matches each stiffener.
Imp_St3=[0;1/4;1/2;3/4;1]*L;
% Locations of imperfection [ft]
Imp_Mag3=Imp_Amp*0;
% Magnitude of maximum imperfection
[in]
Imp_Opt3=-1;
% Option for imperfection orientation
%
+1 for similar, -1 for opposite

% =======================================================================
% PART 1: LONGITUDINAL NODE LAYOUT
% =======================================================================
% 1.1 Anchor Points for Stiffeners and Imperfections
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------Anchor_y=vertcat(Loc_St,Loc_Lat,Imp_St1,Imp_St2,Imp_St3)*12;
Anchor_y=unique(Anchor_y,'rows');
Anchor_y=sort(Anchor_y);
% 1.2 Number of Elements in Each Segment
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------id_e_y=zeros((length(Anchor_y)-1),1);
for i=1:length(id_e_y)
y1=Anchor_y(i);
y2=Anchor_y(i+1);
id_e_y(i)=round((y2-y1)/le_L);
clear y1 y2
end
clear ans i
% 1.3 Node Numbers at the Ends of Each Segment
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------id_n_y=zeros((length(id_e_y)+1),1);
id_n_y(1)=1;
for i=2:length(id_n_y)
id_n_y(i)=id_n_y(i-1)+id_e_y(i-1);
end
clear ans i
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% 1.4 Nodal Coordinates at the Ends of Each Segment
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------node_y=zeros(id_n_y(end),1);
for i=1:length(id_e_y)
y1=Anchor_y(i);
y2=Anchor_y(i+1);
ne_y=round((y2-y1)/le_L);
i1=id_n_y(i);
i2=id_n_y(i+1);
node_y(i1:i2)=y1:((y2-y1)/ne_y):y2;
clear i1 i2 ne_y y1 y2
end
clear ans i
% 1.5 Adding 3" Past Bearing Stiffeners & Rounding of Nodal Coordinates
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------node_y=vertcat(-3,node_y,(L*12+3));
node_y=round(node_y*1e6)/1e6;
clear id_e_y id_n_y Anchor_y
% =======================================================================
% PART 2: TRANSVERSE NODE LAYOUT (GIRDER)
% =======================================================================
% 2.1 General Paramters
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------slope=04;
% slope ratio of web
r=11/2*t;
% bend rad. at mid-thickness [in]
theta=pi/2-atan(1/slope);
% bend angle [rad]
L_R=theta*r;
% arc length of bend [in]
Web_z=d-t+2*r*(1/(sqrt(slope^2+1))-1); % Z-portion of straight web [in]
Web_x=Web_z/slope;
% X-portion of straight web [in]
L_W=sqrt(Web_x^2+Web_z^2);
% length of straight web [in]
bbf=w-(4*L_R+2*L_W+2*btf);
% width of bottom flange [in]
% 2.2 Node Coordinates (Top Flange)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_tf_x=((0):(btf/ne_tf):(btf))'+2*r*sin(theta)+Web_x+bbf/2;
n_tf_z=zeros(ne_tf+1,1)+d-t;
n_tf_x1=-n_tf_x;
n_tf_z1=n_tf_z;
n_tf_x2=n_tf_x;
n_tf_z2=n_tf_z;
clear n_tf_x n_tf_z
% 2.3 Node Coordinates (Top Flange Bends)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_theta=(pi/2-theta):(theta/ne_b):(pi/2);
n_tb_x=-r*cos(n_theta)+2*r*sin(theta)+Web_x+bbf/2;
n_tb_z=r*sin(n_theta)-2*r*cos(theta)+Web_z+r;
n_tb_x1=-n_tb_x';
n_tb_z1=n_tb_z';
n_tb_x2=n_tb_x';
n_tb_z2=n_tb_z';
clear n_theta n_tb_x n_tb_z
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% 2.4 Node Coordinates (Webs)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_w_x=((0):(Web_x/ne_w):(Web_x))'+r*sin(theta)+bbf/2;
n_w_z=((0):(Web_z/ne_w):(Web_z))'+2*r*(sin(theta/2))^2;
n_w_x1=-n_w_x;
n_w_z1=n_w_z;
n_w_x2=n_w_x;
n_w_z2=n_w_z;
clear n_w_x n_w_z
% 2.5 Node Coordinates (Bottom Flange Bends)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_theta=(3*pi/2):(theta/ne_b):(3*pi/2+theta);
n_bb_x=r*cos(n_theta)+bbf/2;
n_bb_z=r*sin(n_theta)+r;
n_bb_x1=-n_bb_x';
n_bb_z1=n_bb_z';
n_bb_x2=n_bb_x';
n_bb_z2=n_bb_z';
clear n_theta n_bb_x n_bb_z
% 2.6 Node Coordinates (Bottom Flange)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_bf_x=((-bbf/2):(bbf/ne_bf):(bbf/2))';
n_bf_z=zeros(ne_bf+1,1);
% 2.7 Concatenation of Node Coordinates
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------nx1=vertcat(n_tf_x1,n_tb_x1,n_w_x1);
nx2=vertcat(n_bb_x1,n_bf_x,n_bb_x2);
nx3=vertcat(n_w_x2,n_tb_x2,n_tf_x2);
nx=vertcat(nx1,nx2,nx3);
nx=round(nx*1e6)/1e6;
nz1=vertcat(n_tf_z1,n_tb_z1,n_w_z1);
nz2=vertcat(n_bb_z1,n_bf_z,n_bb_z2);
nz3=vertcat(n_w_z2,n_tb_z2,n_tf_z2);
nz=vertcat(nz1,nz2,nz3);
nz=round(nz*1e6)/1e6;
node_cs=horzcat(nx,nz);
clear nx1 nx2 nx3
clear nz1 nz2 nz3
clear nx nz
node_cs=unique(node_cs,'rows');
node_x=node_cs(:,1);
node_z=node_cs(:,2);
% 2.8 Additional Clear Statements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------clear L_R L_W Web_x Web_z theta
clear n_tf_x1 n_tb_x1 n_w_x1 n_tf_z1 n_tb_z1 n_w_z1
clear n_bb_x1 n_bf_x n_bb_x2 n_bb_z1 n_bf_z n_bb_z2
clear n_w_x2 n_tb_x2 n_tf_x2 n_w_z2 n_tb_z2 n_tf_z2
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% =======================================================================
% PART 3: NODE & ELEMENT LAYOUT (GIRDER)
% =======================================================================
% 3.1 Node Matrix
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------nn=((1):(1):(length(node_x)*length(node_y)))';
nx=repmat(node_x,length(node_y),1);
ny=repmat(node_y,1,length(node_x))';
ny=ny(:);
nz=repmat(node_z,length(node_y),1);
node_girder=horzcat(nn,nx,ny,nz);
clear nn nx ny nz
% 3.2 Element Matrix
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------ne_x_girder=length(node_x)-1; % number of girder elements [x-direction]
ne_y_girder=length(node_y)-1; % number of girder elements [y-direction]
nn_x_girder=ne_x_girder+1;
element_girder=zeros(ne_x_girder*ne_y_girder,5);
element_girder(:,1)=1:(ne_x_girder*ne_y_girder);
for i=1:ne_y_girder
k1=ne_x_girder*i-ne_x_girder+1;
k2=ne_x_girder*i;
n1a=nn_x_girder*i-ne_x_girder;
n1b=nn_x_girder*i-1;
n2a=nn_x_girder*i-(ne_x_girder-1);
n2b=nn_x_girder*i;
n3a=nn_x_girder*i+2;
n3b=nn_x_girder*i+nn_x_girder;
n4a=nn_x_girder*i+1;
n4b=nn_x_girder*i+ne_x_girder;
element_girder(k1:k2,2)=node_girder(n1a:n1b,1);
element_girder(k1:k2,3)=node_girder(n2a:n2b,1);
element_girder(k1:k2,4)=node_girder(n3a:n3b,1);
element_girder(k1:k2,5)=node_girder(n4a:n4b,1);
clear k1 k2 n1a n1b n2a n2b n3a n3b n4a n4b
end
clear ans i ne_x_girder ne_y_girder nn_x_girder
% 3.3 BC Identification
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------bc_g1=(1:(ne_bf+1))+ne_tf+2*ne_b+ne_w;
bc_g2=bc_g1+length(node_cs(:,1))*(length(node_y)-1);
bc_g1=bc_g1+length(node_cs(:,1));
bc_g2=bc_g2-length(node_cs(:,1));
% =======================================================================
% PART 4: TRANSVERSE NODE LAYOUT (STIFFENER)
% =======================================================================
theta=pi/2-atan(1/slope);
% bend angle [rad]
L_R=theta*r;
% arc length of bend [in]
Web_z=d-t+2*r*(1/(sqrt(slope^2+1))-1); % Z-portion of straight web [in]
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Web_x=Web_z/slope;
% X-portion of straight web [in]
L_W=sqrt(Web_x^2+Web_z^2);
% length of straight web [in]
bbf=w-(4*L_R+2*L_W+2*btf);
% width of bottom flange [in]
n_w_z=((0):(Web_z/ne_w):(Web_z))'+2*r*(sin(theta/2))^2;
% Node Layouts Along the Top/Bottom of the Diaphragm (X-direction)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------st_px=Web_x+bbf/2;
n_top_x=((-st_px):(2*st_px/ne_bf):(st_px))';
n_bot_x=((-bbf/2):(bbf/ne_bf):(bbf/2))';
clear st_px
ns_x=length(n_top_x); % Number of unique stiffener nodes in the X-direction
ns_z=length(n_w_z)+1; % Number of unique stiffener nodes in the Z-direction
n_stiff=zeros(ns_x*ns_z,2);
% Node Layout for Generic Stiffener
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------for i=1:ns_x
x1=round(n_top_x(i)*1e6)/1e6;
z1=round((d-t)*1e6)/1e6;
x2=round(n_bot_x(i)*1e6)/1e6;
z2=0;
if x1~=x2
% z = m*x + b
m=(z2-z1)/(x2-x1);
b=z1-m*x1;
for j=1:ns_z
if j<ns_z
z_index=n_w_z(j);
else
z_index=d-t/2;
end
x_index=(z_index-b)/m;
n_stiff((i-1)*ns_z+j,1)=x_index;
n_stiff((i-1)*ns_z+j,2)=z_index;
clear x_index z_index
end
clear m
else
% x = 0
clear m b
range=median(1:1:ns_x);
for j=1:ns_z
if j<ns_z
z_index=n_w_z(j);
else
z_index=d-t/2;
end
n_stiff((range-1)*ns_z+j,1)=0;
n_stiff((range-1)*ns_z+j,2)=z_index;
clear z_index
end
clear j range
end
clear m b
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end
clear ans i
clear x1 x2 z1 z2 z_index
n_stiff=round(n_stiff*1e6)/1e6;
% Additional Clear Statements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------clear L_R L_W Web_x Web_z theta
clear bbf

% =======================================================================
% PART 5: NODE & ELEMENT LAYOUT (STIFFENER)
% =======================================================================
nn_girder=length(node_girder(:,1));
ne_stiff=(ns_z)*(length(n_bot_x)-1)+2*(length(n_w_z)-1);
rect_stiff=zeros(ne_stiff*length(Loc_St),5);
rect_stiff(:,1)=(1:1:length(rect_stiff(:,1)))';
rect_stiff(:,1)=rect_stiff(:,1)+length(element_girder(:,1));
tri_stiff=zeros(4*length(Loc_St),4);
tri_stiff(:,1)=(1:1:length(tri_stiff(:,1)))';
tri_stiff(:,1)=tri_stiff(:,1)+length(element_girder(:,1));
tri_stiff(:,1)=tri_stiff(:,1)+length(rect_stiff(:,1));
% Node Matrix
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------node_stiff=zeros(length(n_stiff(:,1))*length(Loc_St),4);
for i=1:length(Loc_St)
ind_stiff=((i-1)*length(n_stiff(:,1))+1):1:(i*length(n_stiff(:,1)));
node_stiff(ind_stiff,2)=n_stiff(:,1);
node_stiff(ind_stiff,3)=Loc_St(i)*12;
node_stiff(ind_stiff,4)=n_stiff(:,2);
clear ind_stiff
end
clear ans i
node_stiff(:,1)=(1:1:length(node_stiff(:,1)))'+nn_girder;
node_stiff=round(node_stiff*1e6)/1e6;
% Element Matrix
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------for i=1:length(Loc_St)
y_index=Loc_St(i)*12;
% Y-coordinate of individual stiff.
cs_line=find(node_y==y_index); % Search for node loc. along girder
ind_LW1=ne_tf+ne_b+1;
ind_LW2=ind_LW1+ne_w;
ind_BF1=ind_LW2+ne_b;
ind_BF2=ind_BF1+ne_bf;
ind_RW1=ind_BF2+ne_b;
ind_RW2=ind_RW1+ne_w;

%
%
%
%
%
%

ind_LW1
ind_LW2
ind_BF1
ind_BF2
ind_RW1
ind_RW2

=
=
=
=
=
=

stiff.
stiff.
stiff.
stiff.
stiff.
stiff.

node
node
node
node
node
node

on
on
on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the
the
the

LW
LW
BF
BF
RW
RW

(start)
(end)
(start)
(end)
(start)
(end)

ind_LW1=ind_LW1+(cs_line-1)*length(node_cs); % Shift for ith stiff.
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ind_LW2=ind_LW2+(cs_line-1)*length(node_cs);
ind_BF1=ind_BF1+(cs_line-1)*length(node_cs);
ind_BF2=ind_BF2+(cs_line-1)*length(node_cs);
ind_RW1=ind_RW1+(cs_line-1)*length(node_cs);
ind_RW2=ind_RW2+(cs_line-1)*length(node_cs);

%
%
%
%
%

Shift
Shift
Shift
Shift
Shift

for
for
for
for
for

ith
ith
ith
ith
ith

stiff.
stiff.
stiff.
stiff.
stiff.

nn_LW=(ind_LW1:1:ind_LW2)'; % nn_LW = left web nodes
nn_BF=(ind_BF1:1:ind_BF2)'; % nn_BF = bottom flange nodes
nn_RW=(ind_RW1:1:ind_RW2)'; % nn_RW = right web nodes
clear ind_LW1 ind_LW2 ind_BF1 ind_BF2 ind_RW1 ind_RW2
% First Vertical Row of Elements
% ------------------------------------------------------------------n1=nn_LW(2:1:end);
n1=n1(end:-1:1);
n2=(1:1:length(n_w_z(:,1))-1)';
n2=n2+nn_girder+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z;
n3=(2:1:length(n_w_z(:,1)))';
n3=n3+nn_girder+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z;
n4=nn_LW(1:1:(end-1));
n4=n4(end:-1:1);
es1=horzcat(n1,n2,n3,n4);
clear n1 n2 n3 n4
% Main Body of Elements
% ------------------------------------------------------------------es2=zeros((ne_w+2)*(length(nn_BF)-1),4);
for j=1:(length(nn_BF)-1)
v1=(((j-1)*(ns_z)+1):1:(j*ns_z))';
v1=v1+nn_girder+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z;
vn1=vertcat(nn_BF(j,1),v1);
clear v1
v2=((j*ns_z+1):1:((j+1)*(ns_z)))';
v2=v2+nn_girder+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z;
vn2=vertcat(nn_BF(j+1,1),v2);
clear v2
n1=vn1(1:1:(end-1));
n2=vn2(1:1:(end-1));
n3=vn2(2:1:end);
n4=vn1(2:1:end);
es2((((j-1)*(ne_w+2)+1):1:(j*(ne_w+2))),:)=horzcat(n1,n2,n3,n4);
clear vn1 vn2
end
clear ans j
% Last Vertical Row of Elements
% ------------------------------------------------------------------n1=((ns_z*(ns_x-1)+1):1:(ns_x*ns_z-2))';
n1=n1+nn_girder+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z;
n2=nn_RW(1:1:(end-1));
n3=nn_RW(2:1:end);
n4=((ns_z*(ns_x-1)+2):1:(ns_x*ns_z-1))';
n4=n4+nn_girder+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z;
es3=horzcat(n1,n2,n3,n4);
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clear n1 n2 n3 n4
% All Rectangular Elements
% ------------------------------------------------------------------es=vertcat(es1,es2,es3);
rect_stiff(((i-1)*ne_stiff+1):1:(i*ne_stiff),(2:1:5))=es;
clear es es1 es2 es3
% All Triangular Elements
% ------------------------------------------------------------------t11=nn_BF(1);
t12=length(node_girder(:,1))+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z+1;
t13=nn_LW(end);
t21=nn_LW(1);
t22=length(node_girder(:,1))+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z+ns_z-1;
t23=length(node_girder(:,1))+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z+ns_z;
t31=nn_BF(end);
t32=nn_RW(1);
t33=length(node_girder(:,1))+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z+(ns_x-1)*ns_z+1;
t41=length(node_girder(:,1))+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z+(ns_x-1)*ns_z++ns_z-1;
t42=nn_RW(end);
t43=length(node_girder(:,1))+(i-1)*ns_x*ns_z+(ns_x-1)*ns_z++ns_z;
t1=[t11,t12,t13];
t2=[t21,t22,t23];
t3=[t31,t32,t33];
t4=[t41,t42,t43];
ele_t=[t1;t2;t3;t4];
i1=(i-1)*4+1;
i2=4*i;
tri_stiff(i1:i2,2:4)=ele_t;
clear
clear
clear
clear

t11 t12 t13 t21 t22 t23 t31 t32 t33 t41 t42 t43
t1 t2 t3 t4
i1 i2 ele_t
nn_LW nn_BF nn_RW

end
clear ans i y_index nn_stiff ne_stiff nn_girder
clear cs_line n_bot_x n_top_x n_stiff n_w_x n_w_z ns_x ns_z
% =======================================================================
% PART 6: IMPERFECTION I (FLANGE TILT)
% =======================================================================
% 6.1 Locating Nodes along Y-Axis
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------index_imp1=zeros(length(Imp_St1),1);
for i=1:length(index_imp1)
i1=Imp_St1(i)*12;
i1=round(i1*1e6)/1e6;
for j=1:length(node_y)
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if i1==node_y(j)
index_imp1(i)=j;
end

end
clear ans i1 j

end
clear ans i

% 6.2 Base Imperfection Vector (Magnitude = 1.0)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------base_imp1=zeros(length(node_y),1);
for i=1:(length(Imp_St1)-1)
i1=index_imp1(i);
i2=index_imp1(i+1);
y1=node_y(i1);
y2=node_y(i2);
x_imp=node_y(i1:i2)-y1;
y_imp=sin(pi*x_imp/(y2-y1));
if mod(i,2)==0
y_imp=-y_imp;
else
y_imp=+y_imp;
end
base_imp1(i1:i2)=y_imp;
clear i1 i2 y1 y2 x_imp y_imp
end
clear ans i
L_imp1=Imp_St1(2)-Imp_St1(1);
L_imp2=(Imp_St1(end)-Imp_St1(end-1));
base_imp1(1)=-sin(pi*3/(L_imp1*12));
if mod((length(Imp_St1)-1),2)==0
base_imp1(end)=+sin(pi*3/(L_imp2*12));
else
base_imp1(end)=-sin(pi*3/(L_imp2*12));
end
clear L_imp1 L_imp2
% 6.3 Locating Flange Nodes & Scaling Functions
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------imp1_node_x1=(1:(ne_tf+1))';
imp1_node_x2=((length(node_cs(:,1))-ne_tf):length(node_cs(:,1)))';
scale_imp1_x1=+(1:(-1/ne_tf):0);
if Imp_Opt1==+1
scale_imp1_x2=+(0:(+1/ne_tf):1);
elseif Imp_Opt1==-1
scale_imp1_x2=-(0:(+1/ne_tf):1);
end
imp1_node=zeros(length(node_cs(:,1)),1);
imp1_node(imp1_node_x1)=scale_imp1_x1;
imp1_node(imp1_node_x2)=scale_imp1_x2;
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clear imp1_node_x1 imp1_node_x2
clear scale_imp1_x1 scale_imp1_x2
% 6.4 Applying Imperfections to Girder Nodes
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------imp1_girder_x=zeros(length(node_girder(:,1)),1);
for i=1:length(node_y)
i1=(i-1)*length(node_cs(:,1))+1;
i2=(i-0)*length(node_cs(:,1))+0;
imp1_girder_x(i1:i2)=base_imp1(i);
clear i1 i2
end
clear ans i
imp1_girder_z=repmat(imp1_node,length(node_y),1);
imp1_girder=imp1_girder_x.*imp1_girder_z;
imp1_girder=imp1_girder*Imp_Mag1;
imp1_girder=round(imp1_girder*1e6)/1e6;
node_girder(:,4)=node_girder(:,4)+imp1_girder;
clear imp1_girder_x imp1_girder_z imp1_girder
% 6.5 Final Clear Statements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------clear base_imp1 imp1_node index_imp1
% =======================================================================
% PART 7: CENTROID & SHEAR CENTER
% =======================================================================
% 7.1 Element Breakdown for Section Properties
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------sne_tf=1;
% number of s.c. elements along the top flange
sne_b=100;
% number of s.c. elements along the bend
sne_w=1;
% number of s.c. elements along the web
sne_bf=1;
% number of s.c. elements along the bottom flange
% 7.2 Constant Values
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------% theta = bend angle (rad)
% L_bend = length of the bend region (in)
% Dx = length of the x-portion inclined web (in)
% Dy = length of the y-portion inclined web (in)
% bbf = bottom flange width (in)
theta=pi/2-atan(1/slope);
L_bend=r*atan(slope);
Dx=2*r/(slope*sqrt(slope^2+1))+(d-t-2*r)/slope;
Dy=d-t-2*r*(1-1/sqrt(slope^2+1));
D=(2*r+(d-t-2*r)*sqrt(slope^2+1))/slope;
bbf=w-(4*L_bend+2*D+2*btf);
% 7.3 Node Layout - Top Flange
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_tf_x=((0):(btf/sne_tf):(btf))'+2*r*sin(theta)+Dx+bbf/2;
n_tf_y=zeros(sne_tf+1,1)+d-t;
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n_tf_x1=-n_tf_x;
n_tf_y1=n_tf_y;
n_tf_x2=+n_tf_x;
n_tf_y2=n_tf_y;
clear n_tf_x n_tf_y
% 7.4 Node Layout - Top Bend Regions
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_theta=(pi/2-theta):(theta/sne_b):(pi/2);
n_tb_x=-r*cos(n_theta)+2*r*sin(theta)+Dx+bbf/2;
n_tb_y=r*sin(n_theta)-2*r*cos(theta)+Dy+r;
n_tb_x1=-n_tb_x';
n_tb_y1=n_tb_y';
n_tb_x2=+n_tb_x';
n_tb_y2=n_tb_y';
clear n_theta n_tb_x n_tb_y
% 7.5 Node Layout - Flat Web Regions
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_w_x=((0):(Dx/sne_w):(Dx))'+r*sin(theta)+bbf/2;
n_w_y=((0):(Dy/sne_w):(Dy))'+2*r*(sin(theta/2))^2;
n_w_x1=-n_w_x;
n_w_x2=+n_w_x;
clear n_w_x n_w_y

n_w_y1=n_w_y;
n_w_y2=n_w_y;

% 7.6 Node Layout - Bottom Bend Regions
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_theta=(3*pi/2):(theta/sne_b):(3*pi/2+theta);
n_bb_x=r*cos(n_theta)+bbf/2;
n_bb_y=r*sin(n_theta)+r;
n_bb_x1=-n_bb_x';
n_bb_x2=n_bb_x';
n_bb_y1=+n_bb_y';
n_bb_y2=n_bb_y';
clear n_theta n_bb_x n_bb_y
% 7.7 Node Layout - Bottom Flange
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------n_bf_x=((-bbf/2):(bbf/sne_bf):(bbf/2))';
n_bf_y=zeros(sne_bf+1,1);
% 7.8 Node Layout - Concatenation
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------nx1=vertcat(n_tf_x1,n_tb_x1,n_w_x1); ny1=vertcat(n_tf_y1,n_tb_y1,n_w_y1);
nx2=vertcat(n_bb_x1,n_bf_x,n_bb_x2); ny2=vertcat(n_bb_y1,n_bf_y,n_bb_y2);
nx3=vertcat(n_w_x2,n_tb_x2,n_tf_x2); ny3=vertcat(n_w_y2,n_tb_y2,n_tf_y2);
nx=vertcat(nx1,nx2,nx3);
ny=vertcat(ny1,ny2,ny3);
nx=round(nx*1e6)/1e6;
ny=round(ny*1e6)/1e6;
clear nx1 nx2 nx3 ny1 ny2 ny3
node=horzcat(nx,ny);
node=unique(node,'rows');
node(:,2)=node(:,2)+t/2;
node=round(node*1e6)/1e6;
clear nx ny
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% 7.9 Node Layout - Clear Statements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------clear n_tf_x1 n_tb_x1 n_w_x1
n_tf_y1 n_tb_y1 n_w_y1
clear n_bb_x1 n_bf_x n_bb_x2
n_bb_y1 n_bf_y n_bb_y2
clear n_w_x2 n_tb_x2 n_tf_x2
n_w_y2 n_tb_y2 n_tf_y2
clear theta L_bend Dx Dy D bbf
clear sne_tf sne_b sne_w sne_bf
% 7.10 Fundamental Terms
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------nnode=length(node(:,1)); % nnode = number of nodes
nele=nnode-1;
% nele = number of elements
% 7.11 Torsional Properties - Lengths & Area
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------Lij=zeros(nele,1); % Lij = length of each element (in)
Aij=zeros(nele,1); % Aij = area of each element (in^2)
for i=1:nele
xi=node(i,1);
xj=node(i+1,1);
yi=node(i,2);
yj=node(i+1,2);
Lij(i)=sqrt((xj-xi)^2+(yj-yi)^2);
Aij(i)=t*Lij(i);
clear xi xj yi yj
end
clear ans i
A=sum(Aij);
% A = area of cross-section (in^2)
% 7.12 Torsional Properties - Center-of-Gravity
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------Qxij=zeros(nele,1); % Qxij = first moment of area about X-axis (in^3)
Qyij=zeros(nele,1); % Qyij = first moment of area about X-axis (in^3)
for i=1:nele
xi=node(i,1);
xj=node(i+1,1);
yi=node(i,2);
yj=node(i+1,2);
Qxij(i)=(Aij(i)/2)*(xi+xj);
Qyij(i)=(Aij(i)/2)*(yi+yj);
clear xi xj yi yj
end
clear ans i
x_bar=sum(Qxij)/A; % x_bar = X-axis centroid (in)
y_bar=sum(Qyij)/A; % y_bar = Y-axis centroid (in)
% 7.13 Torsional Properties - Moments of Inertia
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------pij=zeros(nele,1);
% pij = distances from elements to the C.G. (in)
Ixxij=zeros(nele,1); % Ixxij = X-axis element moment of inertia (in^4)
Iyyij=zeros(nele,1); % Iyyij = Y-axis element moment of inertia (in^4)
for i=1:nele
xi=node(i,1)-x_bar;
xj=node(i+1,1)-x_bar;
yi=node(i,2)-y_bar;
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yj=node(i+1,2)-y_bar;
pij(i)=(xi*yj-xj*yi)/Lij(i);
Ixxij(i,1)=(Aij(i)/3)*(yi^2+yi*yj+yj^2);
Iyyij(i,1)=(Aij(i)/3)*(xi^2+xi*xj+xj^2);
clear xi xj yi yj

end
clear ans i
Iyy=sum(Iyyij);

% Iyy = Y-axis moment of inertia (in^4)

% 7.14 Torsional Properties - Unit Warping (C.G.)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------wij=zeros(nele,2); % wij = unit warp. with respect to the C.G. (in^2)
for i=1:nele
if i==1
wij(i,1)=0;
wij(i,2)=pij(i)*Lij(i);
else
wij(i,1)=wij(i-1,2);
wij(i,2)=wij(i,1)+pij(i)*Lij(i);
end
end
clear ans i
% 7.15 Torsional Properties - Warping Products
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------Iwxij=zeros(nele,1); % Iwxij = X-axis element warp. prod. (in^5)
for i=1:nele
xi=node(i,1)-x_bar;
xj=node(i+1,1)-x_bar;
wi=wij(i,1);
wj=wij(i,2);
Iwxij(i,1)=(Aij(i)/3)*(wi*xi+wj*xj)+(Aij(i)/6)*(wi*xj+wj*xi);
clear xi xj yi yj wi wj
end
clear ans i
Iwx=sum(Iwxij);
% Iwx = X-axis warping product of inertia (in^5)
Yo=-Iwx/Iyy;
% Yo = Y-axis shear center (in)
% 7.16 Final Clear Statements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------y_centroid=round(y_bar*1e6)/1e6;
y_shear=round(Yo*1e6)/1e6;
clear nnode nele node x_bar y_bar Yo
clear Lij Aij Qxij Qyij Ixxij Iyyij wij pij
clear A Iwxij Iwyij Iwx Iwy Ixx Iyy x_bar
% =======================================================================
% PART 8: IMPERFECTION II (GIRDER TWIST, APPLICATION TO GIRDER)
% =======================================================================
% 8.1 Locating Nodes along Y-Axis
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------index_imp2=zeros(length(Imp_St2),1);
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for i=1:length(index_imp2)
i1=Imp_St2(i)*12;
i1=round(i1*1e6)/1e6;
for j=1:length(node_y)
if i1==node_y(j)
index_imp2(i)=j;
end
end
clear ans i1 j
end
clear ans i
% 8.2 Base Imperfection Vector
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------base_imp2=zeros(length(node_y),1);
for i=1:(length(Imp_St2)-1)
i1=index_imp2(i);
i2=index_imp2(i+1);
y1=node_y(i1);
y2=node_y(i2);
x_imp=node_y(i1:i2)-y1;
y_imp=sin(pi*x_imp/(y2-y1));
if mod(i,2)==0
y_imp=-y_imp;
else
y_imp=+y_imp;
end
base_imp2(i1:i2)=y_imp;
clear i1 i2 y1 y2 x_imp y_imp
end
clear ans i
L_imp1=Imp_St2(2)-Imp_St2(1);
L_imp2=(Imp_St2(end)-Imp_St2(end-1));
base_imp2(1)=-sin(pi*3/(L_imp1*12));
if mod((length(Imp_St2)-1),2)==0
base_imp2(end)=+sin(pi*3/(L_imp2*12));
else
base_imp2(end)=-sin(pi*3/(L_imp2*12));
end
clear L_imp1 L_imp2
% 8.3 Rotation of Cross-Section about Chosen Point
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------adj_cs=y_shear*(Imp_Opt2)+y_centroid*(1-Imp_Opt2);
node_adj_cs=node_cs;
node_adj_cs(:,2)=node_adj_cs(:,2)-adj_cs;
rotated_cs=zeros(length(node_adj_cs(:,2)),2);
for i=1:length(node_adj_cs(:,1))
x_i=node_adj_cs(i,1);
y_i=node_adj_cs(i,2);
c_i=cos(-pi*Imp_Mag2/180);
s_i=sin(-pi*Imp_Mag2/180);
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RM=[c_i,-s_i;s_i,c_i];
r_i=RM*[x_i;y_i];
rotated_cs(i,:)=r_i';
clear x_i y_i c_i s_i RM r_i xr_i yr_i

end
clear ans i

% 8.4 Applying Imperfections to Girder Nodes
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------correct_cs=rotated_cs-node_cs;
correct_cs(:,2)=correct_cs(:,2)+adj_cs;
imp2_girder=zeros(length(node_girder(:,1)),3);
for i=1:length(node_y)
i1=(i-1)*length(node_cs(:,1))+1;
i2=(i-0)*length(node_cs(:,1))+0;
imp2_girder(i1:i2,2)=correct_cs(:,1)*base_imp2(i);
imp2_girder(i1:i2,4)=correct_cs(:,2)*base_imp2(i);
clear i1 i2
end
clear ans i
imp2_girder=round(imp2_girder*1e6)/1e6;
node_girder(:,2)=node_girder(:,2)+imp2_girder(:,2);
node_girder(:,4)=node_girder(:,4)+imp2_girder(:,4);
clear correct_cs imp2_girder
% 8.5 Final Clear Statements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------clear index_imp2 node_adj_cs
clear rotated_cs

% =======================================================================
% PART 9: IMPERFECTION II (GIRDER TWIST, APPLICATION TO STIFFENERS)
% =======================================================================
% 9.1 Base Imperfection Vector
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------ns_rot=length(node_stiff(:,1))/length(Loc_St);
node_rawstiff=node_stiff((1:ns_rot),[2,4]);
node_rawstiff(:,2)=node_rawstiff(:,2)-adj_cs;
adjusted_stiff=zeros(length(node_rawstiff(:,1)),2);
for i=1:length(adjusted_stiff(:,1))
x_i=node_rawstiff(i,1);
y_i=node_rawstiff(i,2);
c_i=cos(-pi*Imp_Mag2/180);
s_i=sin(-pi*Imp_Mag2/180);
RM=[c_i,-s_i;s_i,c_i];
r_i=RM*[x_i;y_i];
adjusted_stiff(i,:)=r_i';
clear x_i y_i c_i s_i RM r_i xr_i yr_i
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end
clear ans i
% 9.2 Rotation Magnitudes at the Stiffeners
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------mag_rotation=zeros(length(Loc_St),1);
for i=1:length(mag_rotation)
ind_mag=Loc_St(i)*12;
ind_mag=round(ind_mag*1e6)/1e6;
for j=1:length(node_y)
if ind_mag==node_y(j)
mag_rotation(i)=base_imp2(j);
end
end
clear ans j
end
clear ans i
% 9.3 Imperfections at all Stiffeners
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------correct_stiff=adjusted_stiff-node_rawstiff;
correct_stiff(:,2)=correct_stiff(:,2);
imp2_stiff=zeros(length(node_stiff(:,1)),2);
for i=1:length(mag_rotation)
i1=(i-1)*length(correct_stiff(:,1))+1;
i2=(i-0)*length(correct_stiff(:,1))+0;
imp2_stiff(i1:i2,1)=correct_stiff(:,1)*mag_rotation(i);
imp2_stiff(i1:i2,2)=correct_stiff(:,2)*mag_rotation(i);
clear i1 i2
end
clear ans i
imp2_stiff=round(imp2_stiff*1e6)/1e6;
node_stiff(:,2)=node_stiff(:,2)+imp2_stiff(:,1);
node_stiff(:,4)=node_stiff(:,4)+imp2_stiff(:,2);
% 9.4 Final Clear Statements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------clear base_imp2 node_rawstiff adjusted_stiff correct_stiff
clear ind_mag mag_rotation
clear y_shear y_centroid adj_cs ns_rot

% =======================================================================
% PART 10: IMPERFECTION III (WEB OUT-OF-FLATNESS)
% =======================================================================
% 10.1 Locating Nodes along Y-Axis
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------index_imp3=zeros(length(Imp_St3),1);
for i=1:length(index_imp3)
i1=Imp_St3(i)*12;
i1=round(i1*1e6)/1e6;
for j=1:length(node_y)
if i1==node_y(j)
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end

index_imp3(i)=j;

end
clear ans i1 j

end
clear ans i

% 10.2 Base Imperfection Vector (Longitudinal)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------base_imp3=zeros(length(node_y),1);
for i=1:(length(Imp_St3)-1)
i1=index_imp3(i);
i2=index_imp3(i+1);
y1=node_y(i1);
y2=node_y(i2);
x_imp=node_y(i1:i2)-y1;
y_imp=sin(pi*x_imp/(y2-y1));
if mod(i,2)==0
y_imp=-y_imp;
else
y_imp=+y_imp;
end
base_imp3(i1:i2)=y_imp;
clear i1 i2 y1 y2 x_imp y_imp
end
clear ans i
L_imp1=Imp_St3(2)-Imp_St3(1);
L_imp2=(Imp_St3(end)-Imp_St3(end-1));
base_imp3(1)=-sin(pi*3/(L_imp1*12));
if mod((length(Imp_St3)-1),2)==0
base_imp3(end)=+sin(pi*3/(L_imp2*12));
else
base_imp3(end)=-sin(pi*3/(L_imp2*12));
end
clear L_imp1 L_imp2
% 10.3 Base Imperfection Vector (Transverse)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------slope=04;
% slope ratio of web
r=11/2*t;
% bend rad. at mid-thickness [in]
Web_z=d-t+2*r*(1/(sqrt(slope^2+1))-1); % Z-portion of straight web [in]
Web_x=Web_z/slope;
% X-portion of straight web [in]
L_W=sqrt(Web_x^2+Web_z^2);
% length of straight web [in]
clear Web_x Web_z
ni_wx=((0):(L_W/ne_w):(L_W))';
ni_wy=sin(pi*ni_wx/L_W);
new_1=1+ne_tf+ne_b;
new_2=new_1+ne_w;
new_3=new_2+2*ne_b+ne_bf;
new_4=new_3+ne_w;
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base_twist=zeros(length(node_cs(:,1)),1);
base_twist(new_1:new_2)=ni_wy;
if Imp_Opt3==+1
base_twist(new_3:new_4)=+ni_wy;
elseif Imp_Opt3==-1
base_twist(new_3:new_4)=-ni_wy;
end
clear new_1 new_2 new_3 new_4 ni_wx ni_wy
% 10.4 Base Imperfection Vector (Girder)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------base_girder=zeros(length(node_girder(:,1)),1);
for i=1:length(node_y)
i1=(i-1)*length(base_twist(:,1))+1;
i2=(i-0)*length(base_twist(:,1))+0;
base_girder(i1:i2)=base_twist*base_imp3(i);
clear i1 i2
end
clear ans i
base_trig=zeros(length(node_girder(:,1)),2);
t_comp_x=cos(atan(1/slope));
t_comp_z=sin(atan(1/slope));
base_trig(:,1)=base_girder*t_comp_x;
base_trig(:,2)=base_girder*t_comp_z;
base_trig=base_trig*Imp_Mag3;
base_trig=round(base_trig*1e6)/1e6;
clear t_comp_x t_comp_z
% 10.5 Imperfection Application and Clear Statements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------node_girder(:,2)=node_girder(:,2)+base_trig(:,1);
node_girder(:,4)=node_girder(:,4)+base_trig(:,2);
clear base_imp3 base_girder base_twist base_trig index_imp3 L_W

% =======================================================================
% PART 11: LOADING, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS & DATA COLLECTION
% =======================================================================
% 11.1 Loading Applied at Midspan
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------nn_l_stiff=length(node_stiff(:,1))/length(Loc_St);
for i=1:length(Loc_St)
si=round(Loc_St(i)*12*1e6)/1e6;
Ls=round(L*12/2*1e6)/1e6;
if si==Ls
stiff_index=i;
end
clear si Ls
end
clear ans i
k1=(stiff_index-1)*nn_l_stiff+1;
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k2=(stiff_index-0)*nn_l_stiff+0;
single_stiff=node_stiff((k1:k2),:);
single_stiff=round(single_stiff*1e6)/1e6;
imp_loadstiff=imp2_stiff((k1:k2),:);
imp_loadstiff=round(imp_loadstiff*1e6)/1e6;
clear k1 k2
single_stiff(:,2)=single_stiff(:,2)-imp_loadstiff(:,1);
single_stiff(:,4)=single_stiff(:,4)-imp_loadstiff(:,2);
single_stiff=round(single_stiff*1e6)/1e6;
z_max=max(single_stiff(:,4));
search_stiff=zeros(nn_l_stiff,4);
for i=1:nn_l_stiff
if single_stiff(i,4)==z_max
search_stiff(i,:)=single_stiff(i,:);
end
end
clear ans i
load_stiff=search_stiff(any(search_stiff,2),:); % removes zero rows
load_stiff=load_stiff(:,1);
load_mag=zeros(length(load_stiff),1);
load_mag=load_mag+1;
load_mag(1)=1/2;
load_mag(end)=1/2;
load_mag=load_mag/sum(load_mag);
load_mag=-load_mag*Load_ap;
load_mag=round(load_mag*1e6)/1e6;
load=zeros(length(load_stiff),3);
load(:,1)=load_stiff;
load(:,2)=3;
load(:,3)=load_mag;
clear nn_l_stiff stiff_index single_stiff search_stiff z_max
clear load_stiff load_mag imp2_stiff
% 11.2 Boundary Conditions
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------bc_i1=1+ne_tf+ne_b;
bc_i2=bc_i1+ne_w;
bc_i3=bc_i2+2*ne_b+ne_bf;
bc_i4=bc_i3+ne_w;
bc_g3=vertcat((bc_i1:bc_i2)',(bc_i3:bc_i4)');
clear bc_i1 bc_i2 bc_i3 bc_i4
ind_bcx=zeros(length(Loc_Lat(:,1)),1);
for i=1:length(Loc_Lat)
index_lat=Loc_Lat(i)*12;
index_lat=round(index_lat*1e6)/1e6;
for j=1:length(node_y)
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if index_lat==node_y(j)
ind_bcx(i)=j;
end

end
clear ans j
clear index_lat

end
clear ans i

node_bcx=zeros(length(Loc_Lat(:,1))*length(bc_g3),1);
for i=1:length(ind_bcx)
i1=(i-1)*length(bc_g3(:,1))+1;
i2=(i-0)*length(bc_g3(:,1))+0;
mult_bc=(ind_bcx(i)-1)*length(node_cs(:,1));
node_bcx(i1:i2)=bc_g3+mult_bc;
clear i1 i2 mult_bc
end
clear ans i
node_bcy=bc_g1';
node_bcz=vertcat(bc_g1',bc_g2');
clear ind_bcx
clear bc_g1 bc_g2 bc_g3
% =======================================================================
% PART 12: ABAQUS INPUT FILE
% =======================================================================
% 12.1 Input File Creation & Heading
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------inputfile=strcat('noncompositeimpv2intbrace','.inp');
fid=fopen(inputfile,'wt');
fprintf(fid,'** Gregory K. Michaelson, Ph.D., P.E.\n');
fprintf(fid,'** Karl E. Barth, Ph.D.\n');
fprintf(fid,'** %s\n',datestr(now,0));
fprintf(fid,'**\n');
clear date
fprintf(fid,'** BRIDGE/GIRDER PARAMETERS\n');
fprintf(fid,'** ----------------------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(fid,'** Span Length [ft]
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.6f\n',L);
fprintf(fid,'** Std. Mill Plate Width [in]
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\n',w);
fprintf(fid,'** Std. Mill Plate Thickness [in]
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.6f\n',t);
fprintf(fid,'** Bearing Plate Thickness [in]
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.6f\n',t_BRG);
fprintf(fid,'** Total Steel Girder Depth [in]
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\n',d);
fprintf(fid,'** Top Flange Width [in]
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\n',btf);
fprintf(fid,'**\n');
fprintf(fid,'** FINITE ELEMENT MODELING PARAMETERS\n');
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fprintf(fid,'** ----------------------------------------------------\n');
fprintf(fid,'** No. of Elements along the Bottom Flange = ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f\n',ne_bf);
fprintf(fid,'** No. of Elements along the Web
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f\n',ne_w);
fprintf(fid,'** No. of Elements along Bend Regions
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f\n',ne_b);
fprintf(fid,'** No. of Elements along the Top Flange
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f\n',ne_tf);
fprintf(fid,'** Longitudinal Element Length [in]
= ');
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\n',le_L);
fprintf(fid,'**\n');
% 12.2 Nodes
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------fprintf(fid,'*NODE\n');
for i=1:length(node_girder(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%15.6f,%15.6f,%15.6f\n',node_girder(i,:)');
end
clear ans i node_girder
for i=1:length(node_stiff(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%15.6f,%15.6f,%15.6f\n',node_stiff(i,:)');
end
clear ans i node_stiff
% 12.3 Elements
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------fprintf(fid,'*ELEMENT, TYPE=S4R, ELSET=GIRDER\n');
for i=1:length(element_girder(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f\n',element_girder(i,:)');
end
clear ans i element_girder
fprintf(fid,'*ELEMENT, TYPE=S4R, ELSET=STIFFENER\n');
for i=1:length(rect_stiff(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f\n',rect_stiff(i,:)');
end
clear ans i rect_stiff
fprintf(fid,'*ELEMENT, TYPE=S3R, ELSET=STIFFENER\n');
for i=1:length(tri_stiff(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f\n',tri_stiff(i,:)');
end
clear ans i tri_stiff
% 12.4 Sets for Boundary Conditions & Data Collection
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------fprintf(fid,'*NSET, NSET=BCX\n');
for i=1:length(node_bcx(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,\n',node_bcx(i,:)');
end
clear ans i node_bcx
fprintf(fid,'*NSET, NSET=BCY\n');
for i=1:length(node_bcy(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,\n',node_bcy(i,:)');
end
clear ans i node_bcy
fprintf(fid,'*NSET, NSET=BCZ\n');
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for i=1:length(node_bcz(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,\n',node_bcz(i,:)');
end
clear ans i node_bcz
% 12.5 MPCs & Boundary Conditions
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------fprintf(fid,'*BOUNDARY\n');
fprintf(fid,'
BCX,
1\n');
fprintf(fid,'
BCY,
2\n');
fprintf(fid,'
BCZ,
3\n');
% 12.6 Materials & Section Sets
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------%Steel Material Model Added 04/15/2020
E=29559.160900899;
ssy=60.9620413788773;
s02=63.05;
est=0.0178825333333333;
Est=1033.46262739326;
su=84.3821008182302;
eu=0.131645626079353;

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

e1=ssy/E;
s1=ssy;

e3=(eu-est)/10+est;
s3=Est*(eu-est)/10+ssy;

e2=est;
s2=ssy;

modulus of elasticity (ksi)
static yield strength (ksi)
offset yield strength (ksi)
strain at the onset of strain hardening
strain hardening modulus (ksi)
tensile strength (ksi)
strain at the tensile strength

e6=eu-(eu-est)/10;
s6=(ssy/s02)*su-(100*(eu-est))/Est;
e4=2*(e6-e3)/7+e3;
s4=4*(s6-s3)/7+s3;

e7=eu;
s7=(ssy/s02)*su;

e5=2*(e6-e3)/7+e4;
s5=2*(s6-s3)/7+s4;

e_eng=[e1;e2;e3;e4;e5;e6;e7];
s_eng=[s1;s2;s3;s4;s5;s6;s7];
e_true=log(1+e_eng);
e_true=e_true-e_true(1);
s_true=s_eng.*(1+e_eng);
steel=horzcat(s_true,e_true);
%End of addition 04/15/2020
fprintf(fid,'*MATERIAL, NAME=STEEL\n');
fprintf(fid,'*DENSITY\n');
fprintf(fid,'%10.6e\n',(0.49/(12^3))/386.08858267716533);
fprintf(fid,'*ELASTIC\n');
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%10.2f\n',[29000,0.3]);
fprintf(fid,'*PLASTIC \n');
for i=1:length(steel(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%12.3f, %12.7f',steel(i,:)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
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%end of addition 04/15/2020
fprintf(fid,'*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=GIRDER, MATERIAL=STEEL\n');
fprintf(fid,'%10.6f\n',t);
fprintf(fid,'*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=STIFFENER, MATERIAL=STEEL\n');
fprintf(fid,'%10.6f\n',t_BRG);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

12.7 Static Step & Load Application
----------------------------------------------------------------------fprintf(fid,'*STEP, NAME=LOAD, NLGEOM=NO, INC=1\n');
fprintf(fid,'*STATIC\n');
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.6f,%10.0f\n',[1,1,1e-5,1]);
fprintf(fid,'*CLOAD\n');
for i=1:length(load(:,1))
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.6f\n',load(i,:)');
end
clear ans i load
fprintf(fid,'*OUTPUT, HISTORY, VARIABLE=PRESELECT\n');
fprintf(fid,'*OUTPUT, FIELD, VARIABLE=PRESELECT\n');
% fprintf(fid,'*EL PRINT, ELSET=DF, FREQUENCY=1, POSITION=CENTROIDAL\n');
% fprintf(fid,'
S22\n');
fprintf(fid,'*END STEP');

% 12.7 Static Riks Step and Load Application (04/16/2020)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------fprintf(fid,'*STEP, NLGEOM=YES, INC=2000 \n');
fprintf(fid,'*STATIC, RIKS \n');
fprintf(fid,'%10.4f, %10.2f, %10.7f, %10.1f, %10.1f',[0.005,1,1e-7,2,1]);
fprintf(fid,'\n');
%fprintf(fid,'*NODE PRINT, FREQUENCY=1, NSET=DEFL-CL \n');
%fprintf(fid,'U3, \n');
fprintf(fid,'*CLOAD, OP=NEW \n');
for i=1:length(load(:,1))
%fprintf(fid,'%15.0f, %15.0f, %15.6f,',cload(i,:)');
%fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.6f\n',load(i,:)');
%From static general
end
clear ans i load
fprintf(fid,'*OUTPUT, HISTORY, VARIABLE=PRESELECT\n');
%From old code
fprintf(fid,'*OUTPUT, FIELD, VARIABLE=PRESELECT\n');
%From Old code
fprintf(fid,'*END STEP');
%End Added Code (04/16/2020)
% 12.8 Close Input File
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------fclose('all');
clear ans fid inputfile
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APPENDIX C: FOURTEEN MILE BRIDGE DESIGN PLANS

The following appendix includes the detail plans from J.B. Turman Engineering, PLLC for
the Fourteen Mile Bridge. These plans are not the final construction plans on file with the West
Virginia Division of Highways. Note that these plans have been converted from their original
11”x17” format to 8 ½” x 11” for presentation in this report.
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